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SUMMARY
This dissertation presents the design, fabrication, and testing of a microfluidic system to
be used for whole-cell analysis. The study of cellular function and structure is essential for
disease diagnosis and treatment. Microsystems developed to perform these bioanalyses add
benefits such as requiring smaller samples and reagents, testing multiple samples in parallel,
and supporting point-of-care testing, all of which increases throughput and reduces cost-
per-analysis. Traditional methods for designing a microsystem use standard materials and
techniques such as silicon, glass, photolithography, and wet and dry etching. This research
is focused on utilizing materials and techniques that require less infrastructure, allow for
a faster design-to-prototype cycle, and can integrate electrical and fluidic functionality to
address a variety of possible applications.
The microfluidic system presented here is comprised of multiple layers of Kapton R©, a
polyimide available from DuPont. Kapton R© provides a biocompatible substrate that is
flexible while maintaining structural stability and can be used in high temperature and
other harsh environments. Microchannels with widths of 400 µm and thru-hole fluidic vias
less than 5 µm in diameter are laser ablated through the flexible polyimide sheets using
excimer and CO2 lasers. Electrical traces and contact pads are defined on the substrate by
vapor deposition through reusable microstencils rather than with photolithography. The
patterned layers are bonded using heat staking and then packaged with the addition of
wires and a fluidic interface.
The structural stability of the developed microfluidic system was tested to determine if
the layers of Kapton R© would delaminate during normal operation. The results from this
analysis showed that the bond between the Kapton R© layers is sufficient. The microfluidic
system was used to collect impedance spectroscopy data over a frequency range of 40 Hz
to 10 MHz on dissociated cells and tissue samples. Analysis of the data showed different
xiii
impedance signatures between the various analytes, which demonstrates the ability of the
system to use impedance spectroscopy as a means for characterization and differentiation.
The microfluidic system was also tested to verify if it could be used for patch-clamping,
which is a specific type of whole-cell analysis. The analysis requires the ability to control the
position of a single cell and subsequent measurement of small amounts of current. While the
results showed that the microsystem can be used to control the movement and placement
of a single cell, other attributes of the device itself limit its ability to measure the necessary
electrical signals. As a whole, this research demonstrates the realization of a microfluidic
system for whole-cell analysis based on non-standard fabrication materials and techniques.
xiv
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE
whole-cell analysis is fundamental to the diagnosis of diseases, the development of treat-
ments, and the monitoring of a patient’s response to therapy. However, these analytical
protocols can be highly labor intensive, time-consuming, and expensive. Consequently,
there exists a need for performing high-throughput cell analysis in a faster and more cost
efficient manner. One possible approach to meeting this need is to use microelectromechan-
ical systems (MEMS), also known as microsystems. Microsystems require smaller biological
samples and reagents than traditional techniques, can be used to test multiple samples in
parallel, and easily support point-of-care testing, all of which contribute to ease of use and
reduced cost per analysis. While microsystems are currently being developed at multiple
research facilities for the purpose of cell analysis, their designs are based on standard MEMS
fabrication materials and techniques. The objective of the project described herein is to
design, fabricate, and test a flexible, multi-layer microfluidic system using non-standard
materials and techniques with the goal of demonstrating a less expensive - to both build
and use - cell analysis system. Two types of whole-cell analysis, impedance spectroscopy
and patch-clamping, where chosen as the applications with which to test the viability of
the developed microsystem.
The microfluidic system developed in this thesis is constructed with a polyimide material
(Kapton R© film made by DuPont) and physical vapor deposited thin-film metal traces for
electrical functionality. By combining the techniques of laser ablation, microstenciling, and
heat staking to fabricate the microsystem, multiple features are incorporated into a single
device. These features include microchannels, thru and embedded fluidic vias, and metallic
electrodes and contact pads.
The first chapter of this thesis provides background on the analysis of whole cells in gen-
eral and then more specifically for impedance spectroscopy and patch-clamping analyses.
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Information on microsystems used for biomedical applications is also given. Chapter Two
explains the layout, theoretical operation, and fabrication steps for the microfluidic system
as well as the mechanical and electrical models of the system. Details of the fabrication
procedure and experimental methods for structural testing and cellular analysis are given in
Chapters Three and Four. Chapter Five contains the results and discussions from the fab-
rication, structural testing, and cellular analyses. Chapter Six summarizes the conclusions
and provides an outlook towards possible future work stemming from this research.
1.1 General Whole-cell Analysis
Understanding how cells function and characterizing them are important for disease diag-
nosis and drug discovery [3, 4, 114]. Common techniques employed today for performing
whole-cell analysis utilize optical methods, which include various types of microscopy and
flow cytometry, some of which have been around for over a century. Microscopy entails
viewing a culture of cells under a microscope to observe their shape when adhered to a
substrate or while in suspension. A more involved technique involves staining the biological
sample with a dye that will be taken up by specific molecules, which aids in differentiating
parts of a cell from one another when viewed using light microscopy [24, 92]. For example,
different dyes are known to stain only the nucleus of a cell or just the cell cytoplasm [24].
Phase contrast microscopy allows for imaging of live cells and tissues without staining [92].
Fluorescence microscopy has become one of the most popular methods for analyzing cells
and tissues. Among the many reasons for this are that fluorescence provides a high degree of
sensitivity and specificity [64, 115]. By selecting an appropriate fluorescent dye or probe, a
small amount of the molecule of interest will be highly distinguishable from other molecules
in its environment. Flow cytometry is a technique that measures various qualities of indi-
vidual cells in suspension as they flow past optical detectors. Current technology enables
the analysis of over 100, 000 cells per second [37]. The cells can be tagged with fluorescence
probes to increase the type of information gathered during this process. This technique can
also be combined with additional equipment such that cell sorting can be performed based
on the optical information previously obtained [37].
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Although optical methods of analysis are well established and commonly used, the elec-
trophysiology of cells and tissue samples can also be exploited for whole-cell analysis. As
shown in Figure 1, the interior of an animal cell contains components such as the nucleus, the
mitochondria, and the rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum, which are all suspended in
the cell cytoplasm. All of these components are contained within the cell membrane, which
provides structure, protects the cell, and controls the flow of ions into and out of the cell
through ion channels. Figure 2 is a drawing of the cross-section of the cell membrane. The
membrane is comprised of a lipid bi-layer, i. e. a double layer of phospholipids. The phos-
pholipids have hydrophilic heads that line up along the intracellular and extracellular sides
of the membrane while the hydrophobic tails come together at the center of the membrane.
Ion channels, located throughout the cell membrane, are made of protein macromolecules
and are selective towards specific ions. As part of normal cell growth and function, ions,
such as sodium (Na), potassium (K), and calcium (Ca), are constantly transported through
these channels. Based on cell signaling mechanisms including electrical and concentration
gradients due to the ions on either side of the cell membrane, the channels will open or close
allowing certain ions to flow into and out of the cell [4, 114].
Figure 1: The contents of an animal cell include the nucleus, mitochondria, and rough and
smooth endoplasmic reticulum all suspended in the cell cytoplasm [68]. The cell membrane
provides structure and protection for the cell as well as control over the flow of ions into
and out of the cell through ion channels.
The cell membrane together with the flow of ions allows the cell to be analyzed as an
electrical circuit, which consists of a membrane capacitance and resistance, intracellular
3
Figure 2: The cell membrane is comprised of a double layer of phospholipids. Ion channels,
which control the flow of ions into and out of the cell, are located throughout the cell
membrane.
resistance, and a current due to the flow of charged particles. Since the cell membrane






The variable ǫr is the relative dielectric constant of the material between the two walls of
the capacitor and has no units. For the cell membrane, ǫr is usually assigned a value similar
to that of oil, approximately 3. The typical distance between the hydrophobic tails, d, is






. This results in an average membrane
capacitance, Cm, of 0.9
µF
cm2
[114]. The membrane resistance, Rm, is typically listed as
109 Ωcm2. However, when considering the ion channels in the membrane, Rm drops to
approximately 103 Ωcm2 [114]. The intracellular resistance, or that due to the cytoplasm,
Rc, is listed as approximately 100 Ωcm in the literature [32,148].
The properties of the cell membrane change based on whether the cell is alive or dead
or if the cell is not functioning properly [4, 50]. Normally, the cell membrane has a high
resistance and only allows particles to pass into and out of the cell at certain locations based
on specific cell signaling. When a cell has died, the membrane breaks down, and molecules
flow freely into and out of the cell. In addition, if a cell is diseased, some ions and molecules
may be more or less likely to flow into and out of the cell. By monitoring the overall
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impedance of the cell or the flow of ions, different types of analyses can be performed. In
impedance spectroscopy analysis, measuring the impedance of a whole-cell, a collection of
cells, or a section of tissue is used to characterize and identify healthy, diseased, chemically
altered, or dead cells or tissues [121, 144, 145]. Patch-clamping analysis looks more closely
at the cell membrane and the ion channels and is used to monitor how a cell responds to
electrical or chemical stimuli [4, 114].
1.1.1 Impedance Spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy analysis allows for materials to be characterized based on their
electrical properties. In biology, since tissues and cells are comprised of charged particles,
impedance spectroscopy can be used to identify and sort them [121, 144, 145]. Common
uses of impedance spectroscopy in biology include analyzing the electrical conductivity of
whole biological systems, such as the respiratory and cardiovascular systems, tissue samples
from various organs, and collections of cells. This data can be used to monitor biological
functions, characterize and identify various types of tissue, and differentiate between normal
and cancerous tissue [121,144,145].
1.1.1.1 Impedance Spectroscopy Theory
The components of biological materials, such as tissue or cells, include ions, water molecules,
and protein and lipid structures, all of which have a net electric charge and / or a dipolar
electrical moment. Due to the electric charge on these components, the biological material
can be influenced by an applied electric current, the response of which corresponds to the
conductivity and permittivity of the sample [121,144,145]. Therefore, by applying a current
to a biological sample a characteristic response based on its impedance can be measured that
relates to its specific makeup of individual components. Since the individual components
vary from one type of cell or tissue to another, measuring the impedance of a biological
sample over a range of frequencies can possibly be used to discriminate different cell and
tissue types and to differentiate between healthy and cancerous cells and tissue of the same
type.
Several circuit configurations can be used to measure the impedance of a biological
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sample [47, 120]. All of the methods use the same basic technique of applying an AC
current or voltage and measuring the other. The impedance is then determined from these
two values using Ohm’s law, where voltage is the product of current and impedance [65].
One method of analyzing the collected impedance data is by displaying the results in a
Bode plot that presents the magnitude and phase of the measured complex impedance over
the frequency range under investigation. According to Rigaud et al., when using impedance
spectroscopy for characterization of either normal or cancerous tissue, it is important to
look at both the magnitude and phase data along a spectrum of at least 100 Hz to 10
MHz [120]. Differences in the impedance data between two or more samples may only
appear over a certain range of frequencies for the magnitude while other differences may be
apparent over a separate range of frequencies for the phase data. The frequency range can
be adjusted depending on the sample being tested and what information is being solicited.
For individual cells, at a low frequency (below a few mega-hertz) the resistive characteristic
of the cell membrane is dominant over the capacitive parameter, and at a high frequency
(above a few mega-hertz) the capacitance of the cell membrane is dominant over the resistive
parameter [9,96,129]. Therefore, investigating changes in the measured impedance in both
the low and high frequency ranges will produce valuable information representing different
characteristics of an individual cell. This information could also relate to the health of the
tissue or cell sample. In previous studies, cancerous cells and tissue have been shown to
have different impedance spectroscopy signatures then the normal cells and tissue of the
same type [121,144,145].
1.1.1.2 Impedance Spectroscopy Applications
Studying the impedance of various biological materials has been an active area of research
since the late nineteenth century [121, 130, 144, 145]. Impedance spectroscopy is used to
investigate whole biological systems such as the respiratory system, the cardiovascular sys-
tem, the brain, or even total body impedance [7, 23, 57, 87, 89, 103, 109, 112, 145, 147, 150].
For example, Baker et al. describes how impedance measurements are used in monitoring
respiratory activity, especially for detecting apnea in neonates, and Penney uses impedance
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spectroscopy to monitor cardiac performance [7, 112].
On a smaller scale, impedance spectroscopy is also used to characterize the tissue of
various organs [11, 42, 51, 63, 106, 113, 119, 131, 133, 136, 137, 140, 156] as well as to differ-
entiate between normal and cancerous tissue [14, 19, 67, 72, 110, 122, 125, 134, 139]. Rigaud
et al. showed that tissue samples from the muscle, liver, lung, spleen, and intestine each
have unique impedance spectra [119]. This information can be used to identify what tis-
sues might be contained within a large segment over which the measurement is performed.
Being able to measure a difference between the impedance of normal and abnormal tissue
is beneficial for disease diagnosis. Suselbeck et al. used impedance spectroscopy in vivo to
detect the different stages of atherosclerosis in an animal rabbit model [140]. Chaudhary
et al., Jossinet et al., and Surowiec et al. have all performed impedance studies on breast
cancer tissue, and all have found a common trend that the magnitude of the impedance for
cancerous tissue is lower than that for normal breast tissue [19,72,139].
Collections of cells have also been studied with impedance spectroscopy [9,30,33,48,49,
78, 155]. Zhao showed that the effects of storing red blood cells can be detected through
impedance measurements [155]. Impedance measurements were used by Gheorghiu et al. to
study the cell proliferation cycle through budding yeasts and by Giaever et al. to monitor the
morphology and motion of human fibroblastic cells while in culture [48,49]. Bonincontro et
al. used impedance spectroscopy to measure the effects of hyperthermia, pH, and culturing
conditions on Chinese hamster fibroblasts [9].
Using impedance spectroscopy without the aid of micromachining technology to study
individual cells is not commonly found as a current biological analysis technique due to the
difficulty of interfacing with single cells on the order of 10 to 100 microns in diameter [3].
An exception to this is the Coulter Counter, which was patented in 1953 [27,130]. This ap-
paratus uses impedance measurements to count the number of particles in a sample as they
are passed between two electrodes. Currently, a large amount of research is being performed
that deals with creating microsystems that enable the use of impedance spectroscopy in the
analysis of individual cells. These devices are described later in Section 1.2.
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1.1.2 Patch-clamping
Patch-clamping analysis is used to perform a localized analysis of the cell membrane to
investigate how the ion channels respond to electrical and chemical stimuli [4]. By measuring
the current flowing through a small patch of the cell membrane while applying a stimulus,
it can be determined if a cell has damaged ion channels or if a certain chemical will force a
specific response in the ion channels. Patch-clamping measures the current flowing through
a cell’s ion channels and can be used to study diseases and chemicals that have a direct
effect on ion channel functionality [2, 4, 73,114].
1.1.2.1 Patch-clamping Theory
The patch-clamp technique is a process by which a small area of the cell membrane is
isolated such that electrical measurements corresponding to the ion channel activity in that
patch of membrane can be recorded. The isolation is accomplished by placing a hollow,
glass micropipette with a fire-polished tip 1 to 2 microns in diameter against the surface of
a cell. An electrode is located within the micropipette. The electrical signal of interest is
a current that corresponds to the flow of ions through the ion channels within the isolated
patch of membrane, typically 1 to 2 pA [4, 114]. Detection of such a small amount of
current is complicated when current fluctuations due to noise, Johnson noise current, are
considered [2, 50,114].





= 0.018 pA (2)
In Equation 2, κ is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10−23 J
K
), T is temperature (293 K), ∆f
is the bandwidth of the measurement (1 kHz), and R is the resistance of the ion channel
(50 GΩ) [50,114]. This corresponds to a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 56 (1 pA of signal to
0.018 pA of noise), which is sufficient to measure channel current. However, when applying
a microelectrode to the surface of the cell, a small (with respect to channel resistance, R)
amount of leakage resistance, Rleak, develops (approximately 10 MΩ). These two resistances
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are in parallel with each other and result in a resistance of approximately 10 MΩ. This value
now replaces the original 50 GΩ in the Johnson noise current equation. The new current
due to noise is 1.3 pA, and the new SNR is 0.8. At this SNR the small amount of channel
current would be indiscernible from the noise. To achieve a noise current on the order of
0.1 pA, the parallel combination of channel resistance and leakage resistance would have
to be at least 1.6 GΩ, which means the leakage resistance would have to be approximately
1.6 GΩ [2, 50, 114]. The achievement of a high leakage resistance was finally solved in the
1970’s by Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann [2].
To measure the single channel currents, Neher and Sakmann developed a technique in
which a small area of membrane was isolated using hollow, glass micropipettes that were
a few microns in diameter at the tip. A wire was fixed in place inside the pipette to make
the recordings, an electrolytic solution filled the pipette, and the tip of the micropipette
was placed against the surface of the cell. This is the earliest technique used to perform
patch-clamping, but unfortunately there was still a great deal of noise [2, 50,114].
By the late-1970’s, Neher and Sakmann had almost given up on trying to reduce the noise
and obtain better signals from single ion channels. Fortunately, they were eventually able to
obtain a seal between the micropipette and the cell membrane (i.e. leakage resistance) two
orders of magnitude greater than they had ever done before. The increase in seal resistance
was due to a small amount of suction applied to the micropipette. This seal is known as
the ’gigaseal’ due to the fact that it results in seal resistances well into the gigaohm range.
This technique along with future improvements that the two scientists made resulted in the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine awarded to both Neher and Sakmann in 1991 [2,50].
The conventional patch-clamp technique used today follows the original procedure Neher
and Sakmann used, including using suction to create the gigaseal between the micropipette
and the cell. The electrode inside the micropipette is connected to amplifier and filter
circuits that amplify the signal and aid in noise reduction. To complete the electrical circuit
and make patch-clamp recordings, a second electrode is located in the extracellular solution
in close proximity to the cell under investigation. A diagram of the cell and electrode setup
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: To perform a patch-clamp analysis on a single cell using the conventional tech-
nique a cell suspended in solution in a petri dish is found through a microscope and a glass
micropipette is positioned against the cell using micromanipulators. Once the cell and mi-
cropipette are attached, the ion channel recordings can be collected using the micropipette
electrode and extracellular electrode.
Performing patch-clamp analysis begins with placing a dish containing a solution of cells
onto the stage of a microscope, which is situated on top of an anti-vibration platform inside
of a faraday cage to reduce noise. Micromanipulators, located on either side of the micro-
scope, hold the glass micropipette and the extracellular electrode. After an appropriate cell
has been located with the microscope, the micromanipulators are used to move the tip of
the micropipette towards the surface of the cell. This process must be slow so as not to
puncture the cell membrane with the micropipette. As soon as the tip of the micropipette
has made contact with the cell membrane, slight suction is applied to the micropipette to
create the gigaseal [2,50]. Once the patch of cell membrane is attached to the micropipette
and the gigaseal is obtained, various types of patch-clamping analysis can be performed:
cell-attached, perforated-patch, whole-cell, inside-out, and outside-out (Figure 4).
In cell-attached patch-clamping, the cell and micropipette remain in contact without
rupturing the patch of membrane, and therefore a response in the ion channel currents
due to a stimulus applied to the extracellular electrode is measured. A perforated patch is
an extension of the cell-attached mode. In this case, a solution that causes pores to form
in the membrane is placed into the micropipette, thus allowing the patch of membrane
to be highly permeable so that a different type of measurement, voltage-clamping, can
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Figure 4: After the giga-seal has been formed between the micropipette and cell, various
types of patch-clamp analysis can be performed: cell-attached, perforated-patch, whole-cell,
inside-out, and outside-out.
take place. Voltage-clamping is performed on the entire cell rather than the patch of
membrane. Whole-cell patch-clamping is similar to perforated patch-clamping in that it
allows for voltage clamping to be performed. To produce a whole-cell patch-clamp, after
the micropipette is attached to the patch of membrane, a voltage pulse is applied through
the micropipette electrode. This pulse causes the patch to break leaving the micropipette
electrode and electrolytic solution in direct contact with the intracellular environment.
While in the cell-attached configuration, if the micropipette is retracted, the patch of
membrane may stay intact inside the tip of the micropipette creating an inside-out con-
figuration. The inside of the micropipette is in contact with the extracellular side of the
membrane, and this allows for different types of experiments to be performed since the
solution on both the intracellular face and extracellular face of the patch of membrane can
now be controlled. Outside-out configurations are the reverse of the inside-out condition;
the inside of the micropipette is in contact with the intracellular surface of the membrane.
To create such a patch, first a whole-cell patch attachment is made. Then, once the patch
of membrane has been broken, the micropipette is retracted, pulling part of the membrane
with it. Once the part of the membrane that is being pulled away from the rest of the cell
breaks off, the patch will reform with the opposite side of the membrane facing into the mi-
cropipette. Again, this allows for different types of experiments since both the intracellular
and extracellular solutions around the patch of membrane can be controlled [2,4,50,73,114].
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Although the patch-clamp technique is invaluable to the study of ion channels, it is a
highly skill intensive procedure that usually requires the hand of a trained and experienced
scientist. Moreover, even with that experience, throughput remains low with 10 to 30 data
points per day according to a literature survey [149]. Means to increase throughput include
developing microsystems that enable automated and / or parallel patch-clamping. These
devices are discussed later in this chapter as part of Section 1.2.
As was mentioned earlier, in the traditional patch-clamp technique, one electrode is
positioned in the solution in close proximity to the cell under investigation while the second
electrode is inside the glass micropipette. Typically, the micropipette electrode, also known
as the reference electrode, is a silver (Ag) wire with a silver chloride (AgCl) coating, and is
referred to as an Ag / AgCl electrode [4,50,135]. The choice of reference electrode material
is based on the electrochemical reaction between an electrode and an electrolytic solution.
When a simple metal electrode is immersed into an electrolytic solution and electri-
cal measurements are made, layers of built-up charge form around the electrodes. This
electrochemical reaction, or electrical double layer, was first described by Helmholtz and
is depicted in Figure 5 [8, 127]. The built-up charge creates a potential drop across the
electrode / electrolyte interface and is referred to as the electrode potential. In an elec-
trical equivalent circuit, the double layer at the surface of the electrode is represented by
a capacitor and is in parallel with a transfer resistance that is determined by the ability
of charges to transfer back and forth between the electrode and electrolyte (Figure 6). If
charges can move freely between the electrode and electrolyte, then the transfer resistance
is almost non-existent, and acts as a short across the capacitor. In this case, the electrode
is termed ideally unpolarizable and the electrode potential is not easily affected by current
flow across the electrode / electrolyte boundary. In the case of patch-clamping, to measure
the small amounts of current, the electrode potential must remain fairly steady; therefore
the reference electrodes used are nearly unpolarizable [127].
A stable reference electrode can be formed by coating the electrode with a layer of its
soluble salt and immersing it in an electrolytic solution containing a soluble salt of the
anions of the electrode coating. For patch-clamp experiments, this composition is provided
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Figure 5: An electrical double layer will form when a metal electrode is used in an elec-
trolytic solution. The charge build-up creates a potential drop across the electrode / elec-
trolyte interface that can interfere with the electrical recordings.
Figure 6: The electrical double layer circuit is comprised of the parallel combination of a
capacitor (double layer capacitance) and a resistor (charge transfer resistance).
through a silver (Ag) wire coated in a layer of silver chloride (AgCl) and immersed in a
potassium chloride (KCl) solution saturated with additional AgCl. Figure 7 shows a diagram
of the electrode / electrolyte configuration within the micropipette. With the combination
of the Ag / AgCl electrode and the KCl solution, this type of reference electrode has a
low transfer resistance and is therefore fairly insensitive to polarization and maintains an
electrode potential of approximately 0.2 V [127].
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Figure 7: To form an adequate Ag / AgCl reference electrode, the Ag wire is coated in
a layer of AgCl. The solution inside the micropipette is KCl saturated with AgCl, which
limits the polarization of the electrode.
1.1.2.2 Patch-clamping Applications
There are numerous types of ion channels each serving a different purpose towards the
proper function of a cell. Various diseases have been found to be the result of ion channel
mutations, and studying how ion channels function can lead towards disease diagnosis and
drug discovery. The patch-clamp technique has become an essential tool for the study of
ion channels [4, 73].
Ion channel mutations can cause cardiac, neuronal, hearing, vestibular, renal, and
metabolic diseases [132]. The following references are examples of the current research
that utilizes the patch-clamp technique to study ion channel diseases. Nie et al. used patch-
clamping on ventricular myocytes to investigate the effects of sulfur dioxide on cardiac
disease [104]. Thinschmidt et al., Nomura et al., and Chen et al. have used the patch-clamp
technique on neurons to study Alzheimer’s disease [20, 105, 143]. Lucas et al. performed
patch-clamping on Chinese hamster ovary cells expressing the human sodium channel to
study epilepsy [88]. Liang et al. and Gale et al. studied hearing mechanisms by using patch-
clamp analysis on guinea pig outer hair cells (OHC) [44, 85]. Zhang et al. and McCarty
et al. have used patch-clamping on oocytes to study the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
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conductance regulator (CFTR) gene, i.e. the gene responsible for cystic fibrosis [94, 154].
Additional reviews of ion channel diseases where patch-clamping is used can be found in
Ashcroft, Jurkat-Rott et al., Cooper et al., and Shieh et al. [4, 25,73,132].
1.2 Microsystems for Whole-cell Analysis
Impedance spectroscopy is commonly applied to large systems, such as the cardiovascular
or respiratory systems, tissue samples, and large collections of cells. Using impedance
spectroscopy to study individual cells has been limited due to the difficulties of interfacing
with a cell that is on the order of 10 to 100 microns in diameter. Patch-clamping does
interface with individual cells, however the process to do so is extremely time consuming.
Thus, the throughput of patch-clamp analyses is limited.
These problems are now being addressed through advances in micromachining tech-
nologies [91, 102]. Since features on the order of tens of microns are easily achieved in
microsystems, such as valves, pumps, channels, and electrodes, the ability to quickly and
easily interface with individual cells is possible. Microsystems can also increase the through-
put of biological studies by reducing the complexity of the experimental setup, incorporating
multiple analysis functions on a single device, and addressing an array of individual cells
simultaneously [3].
Some biomedical applications that have been addressed through microsystems include:
drug delivery, cell filtering and trapping, flow cytometry, and electroporation [15,16,21,31,
62, 69, 84, 86, 95]. The advances in microsystems towards biomedical applications over the
past two decades are further discussed in the reviews by Verpoorte et al., Andersson et al.,
Dario et al., and Reyes et al. [3, 29,117,146].
1.2.1 Microsystems for Impedance Spectroscopy
Microsystems used for impedance spectroscopy analysis have been developed by various
research laboratories. The following are examples of some of these research efforts. In
Ayliffe et al., a microsystem was fabricated out of glass and SU-8 epoxy-based photore-
sist and was used to make impedance measurements on ionic salt solutions, air, deionized
(DI) water, human polymorphoneuclear leukocytes (PMN’s), and teleost fish red blood cells
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(RBC’s) [6]. The impedance was measured over a frequency range of 100 Hz to 2 MHz,
and the different samples were found to be distinguishable based on the magnitude and
phase data. A microsystem made of glass, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), and a photo-
sensitive polyimide was fabricated by Gawad et al. and was used to differentiate between
erythrocytes, leukocytes, and embryonic renal cells based on impedance measurements over
a frequency range of 100 kHz to 15 MHz [45, 46]. The fabrication of a silicon (Si) and
glass microsystem is described in Gomez et al. that is used to perform impedance spec-
troscopy analysis over a frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz to detect the presence of
bacterial cells in solution [54, 55]. Metz et al. used a combination of spin-on photosensi-
tive and non-photosensitive polyimides to create thin-film, implantable electrodes [97]. As
initial characterization, they collected impedance measurements over a frequency range of
100 Hz to 1 MHz with saline. Further testing involved impedance measurements on the
muscle tissue of giant hissing cockroaches. Medoro et al. designed and fabricated a printed
circuit board (PCB) device that can be used to detect microorganisms in a microfluidic
channel through impedance measurements [96]. In Ozaki et al., a Si and silicon dioxide
(SiO2) microsystem was fabricated and used to detect the effects of drugs on ganglion cells
through impedance measurements at a frequency of 5 kHz [107]. Glass and SU-8 epoxy-
based photoresist was used in Yong et al. to fabricate a microsystem that was able to detect
the presence of human prostate carcinoma cells (DU-145) based on impedance spectroscopy
measurements at a frequency of 500 Hz [153]. A majority of these microsystems operate in
a similar manner in that the sample containing the cells is sent through a micro channel and
electrodes located at various points along the channel are used for recording the electrical
signals.
1.2.2 Microsystems for Patch-clamping
To perform patch-clamping analysis in a microsystem, the cell must be positioned against
a small (a few microns depending on the size of the cell under investigation) thru hole
with enough force to create the necessary high-resistance gigaseal. Various research labo-
ratories are attempting to fabricate microsystems for patch-clamp analysis and, therefore,
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are trying to create this thru-hole using different types of MEMS techniques and mate-
rials. In Matthews et al., silicon (Si), silicon dioxide (SiO2), and silicon nitride (Si3N4)
were used to fabricate a microsystem with thru-holes ranging in diameter from 0.8 µm to
12.3 µm [93]. Cheung et al. fabricated an array of patch-clamping sites in an SOI (Si on
insulator) wafer with additional SiO2 and Si3N4 depositions [22]. They reported thru-hole
diameters of 1 µm, 3 µm, and 10 µm and conducted preliminary whole-cell patch-clamping
experiments on oocytes. Thru-holes of approximately 1 µm in diameter in a glass substrate
were fabricated by Fertig et al. and were used to collect whole-cell patch-clamp record-
ings from mouse neuroblastoma cells and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells [40, 41]. A
Si, SiO2, and glass microsystem with integrated electrodes was fabricated by Lehnert et
al. and contains thru-holes from 2.5 µm to 10 µm in diameter [81, 82]. Using CHO cells,
the microsystem was used to measure the seal resistance between the cell and the thru-hole
and collect current measurements showing a cell response to a voltage stimulus. In Klemic
et al., poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was used to fabricate a patch-clamp microsystem
with an array of thru-holes with diameters of 1 µm to 10 µm [75]. The array was also used
to perform cell-attached patch-clamping on oocytes, and seal resistances of approximately
10 GΩ between the oocytes and the thru-holes were achieved. Tanabe et al. fabricated a
microsystem out of Si, SiO2, and a photosensitive polymer [142]. The microsystem con-
tained an array of thru-holes less than 10 µm in diameter that were on top of a microfluidic
channel. Preliminary experiments to test the ability to collect a sample on top of the
thru-hole using suction through the micro channel were successfully performed with mi-
cro beads 15 µm in diameter. Peng et al., Pandey et al., and Schmidt et al. have also
worked towards developing microsystems to be used for patch-clamping analysis using Si,
SiO2, and PDMS [108,111,126]. Besides academic research laboratories, companies such as
AVIVA Biosensors Corporation, Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices, Sophion Bioscience,
and Nanion Technologies are also developing and manufacturing systems that can perform
high-throughput patch-clamp analysis [5, 128,149].
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1.3 Objective: Develop a Microfluidic System for whole-
cell Analysis Using Low-Cost Micromachining Tech-
niques
1.3.1 A Microfluidic System for Whole-cell Analysis
A key to improving disease diagnosis and drug discovery is by increasing the throughput of
the already established techniques of whole-cell analysis. As current research is demonstrat-
ing, this high-throughput performance can be enabled through microsystems. Therefore,
part of the objective of this research project is to develop a microfluidic system designed for
whole-cell analysis. Two types of whole-cell analysis, impedance spectroscopy and patch-
clamping, where chosen as the applications with which to test the viability of the developed
microsystem.
The fabrication process utilizes sheets of the polyimide, Kapton R© (DuPont), and the
techniques of laser ablation, microstenciling, and heat staking to realize a biocompatible,
multi-layer microfluidic system on a flexible substrate. In the work of Han et al., another
microsystem that addresses both impedance spectroscopy and patch-clamping was devel-
oped [59]. Their device is similar in design to the microfluidic system developed in this
research: both are meant to enable high-throughput impedance spectroscopy and patch-
clamping analyses; both incorporate an array of analysis sites; and both use the same theory
of operation. The difference is between the materials and methods used for the fabrication
as well as the biological materials used during the testing of the systems. The microsystem
developed by Han et al. is a silicon based device and therefore used more standard MEMS
fabrication techniques such as patterning through photolithography and wet and dry etch-
ing, and their target biological materials for testing were chromaffin cells and breast cancer
cells [58,61]. The target biological materials for this system are head and neck cancer cells
and tissue samples. The following chapters describe in detail the design, fabrication, and
testing of this microfluidic system.
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1.3.2 Significance of Using Low Cost Micromachining Materials and Tech-
niques
The previously mentioned microsystems used for whole-cell analysis use typical materials
found in MEMS processing: silicon, SiO2, Si3N4, and glass. Some also incorporate polymers,
such as PDMS and some spin-on photosensitive polymers, and the epoxy-based photoresist
SU-8. The processing of these materials also follows standard MEMS fabrication tech-
niques: photolithography for patterning metal traces and other features into the substrates;
wet and dry etching of Si, SiO2, glass, and polymers; and bonding with UV curable adhe-
sives, PDMS, or anodic bonding between Si and glass. These standard MEMS processes
require an infrastructure consisting of expensive pieces of equipment typically housed in
a cleanroom environment. While this necessary infrastructure may be readily available to
large universities and industrial companies, it may not be as accessible to smaller, more
independent labs. Additionally, these methods involve serial processing from layer to layer,
and therefore can require longer design to prototype cycles.
Part of the objective of this research project is to demonstrate that a less expensive
(in terms of fabrication) microfluidic system can be attained through non-standard mi-
cromachining materials and techniques. Towards this end, laser ablation, microstenciling,
and heat staking sheets of polyimide have been characterized and integrated to realize a
multi-layer microfluidic system with electrical functionality for whole-cell analysis. This
process requires less infrastructure than that for typical MEMS processing and allows for a
faster design to prototype cycle. By also providing the ability to integrate complex arrange-
ments of multi-layer electrical functionality, this non-standard process could be adapted for
numerous applications to develop a variety of low-cost microfluidic systems.
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CHAPTER II
MICROSYSTEM DESIGN AND THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS
To aid in the biological analysis of tissue samples and cells, such as in impedance spec-
troscopy and patch-clamping, a microsystem needs to be able to perform certain functions
including immobilizing the biological sample at analysis sites and interfacing that sample
with electrodes. To perform these functions, certain features are required and include anal-
ysis sites, fluidic channels, and metal traces for electrical functionality. As part of the design
of such a microsystem, a method to control the samples and fluids within the system also
needs to be determined. This chapter discusses the design that was chosen and the method
by which the microsystem is intended to be operated.
After a design has been established, theoretical analysis of the design and performance
can be used to verify that the microsystem will function as intended. This chapter therefore
also discusses the theoretical analysis and modeling of the microsystem.
2.1 Microsystem Design
2.1.1 Microsystem Layout
The two types of biological analysis techniques that this microfluidic system is to be used
for are impedance spectroscopy and patch-clamping. Another objective of this microsystem
is that it be able to collect data from separate biological samples in parallel, thus increasing
throughput. To accommodate both analysis techniques and to allow for parallel data col-
lection, the layout of the microsystem was determined such that it incorporates an array of
analysis sites, or cavities, with each cavity interfacing with a fluidic channel and separate
sets of electrodes. A multi-layer fabrication approach, using polyimide as the substrate ma-
terial, allows for the fluidic channels, access ports, and cavities to be placed throughout the
system. The electrical functionality can also be easily incorporated into such a multi-layer
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system by placing metal traces between the layers of polyimide, which act as sufficient in-
sulators between the metal traces. A diagram of the microsystem is shown in Figure 8. The
six polyimide layers are labeled as follows (from bottom to top): base, isolation, channel,
via, bottom cavity, and top cavity. The sample being tested - a liquid solution containing
cells or a tissue sample - is contained on top of the array of analysis cavities in a containment
well that is attached to the top of the microsystem and surrounds the array of cavities.
The microsystem substrate is comprised of six layers of polyimide and two metal layers
and contains an array of individual cavities. The cavities are in contact with a backside
microchannel through small vias located at the bottom of the cavities. Each cavity has
a corresponding electrode located at the bottom of the underlying fluidic microchannel.
During device operation, access to the fluidic microchannel occurs through inlet and out-
let ports located at either end of the channel. Additionally, separate sets of two or four
electrodes interface each of the cavities in the array. With more than two electrodes per
cavity, performing additional types of analyses is possible. For example, by surrounding the
biological sample with electrodes, constructing a 3D image of the sample could be possible
through impedance measurements (impedance tomography) [100]. To show that this multi-
layer microfluidic system could be used for such other applications, some of the cavities in
the array interface with four electrodes. However, to simplify the fabrication, the majority
of the cavities interface with only two electrodes.
2.1.2 Theoretical Operation of the Microsystem
The operation of the microfluidic system begins by dispensing a small volume of solution
containing cells into the containment well on top of the array of cavities. To pull the
suspended cells into the cavities, a negative pressure is formed inside the fluidic channel.
This is done by sealing off the outlet port of the channel and using suction on the inlet of
the channel. With the appropriate pressure applied, the cells flow into the cavities. The
cells are restricted from flowing into the fluidic channel by the via layer in the device. The
via holes are big enough to allow fluid through, but they are too small for a cell to pass
through. Once the cells are in the cavities, the negative pressure is maintained so as to keep
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Figure 8: The microfluidic system is made of six layers of polyimide patterned separately
and bonded together. The layers are labeled as follows (from bottom to top): base, isolation,
channel, via, bottom cavity, and top cavity. (A) The cross-section shows how one of the
analysis cavities and the inlet and outlet ports interface to the underlying fluidic channel.
In this view, it can also be seen how the gold electrodes used for impedance spectroscopy
interface around the analysis cavity and how the analysis cavity accesses the silver electrode
at the bottom of the fluidic channel through the via hole. (B) The 3D perspective shows
that a single device contains an array of analysis cavities (nine in this picture). The single
fluidic channel is accessible through the inlet and outlet ports, and the gold and silver
contact pads are along the periphery of the system.
the cell in position during analysis. Impedance spectroscopy or patch-clamping can then
be performed.
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For impedance spectroscopy analysis, the impedance between opposing electrodes that
interface each cavity is measured (Figure 9). For patch-clamp analysis, the microfluidic
system is designed such that it mimics the conventional patch-clamp technique (Figure 10).
The via hole located between the microfluidic channel and the cavity acts as the end of
the micropipette in a typical patch-clamp experiment. The reference electrode within the
micropipette is provided in the microfluidic system as the silver electrode directly beneath
the cell cavity at the bottom of the microfluidic channel. To use the microfluidic system
to perform patch-clamp experiments, first a giga-seal must be formed between the cell and
the via hole at the bottom of the cell cavity. This is confirmed by measuring the resistance
between one of the cell cavity electrodes and the corresponding electrode located at the
bottom of the fluidic channel. Once a giga-seal has been established, the current through
either the patch of membrane sealed in the via hole or the entire cell membrane, depending
on which type of patch-clamp analysis is being performed, is measured using the same
two electrodes. Greater detail on both types of cellular analysis is given as part of the
experimental methods in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Design Versions of the Microsystem
Over the course of this project, certain changes have been made to the design of the mi-
crofluidic system to account for various issues encountered during fabrication and testing.
The most significant changes were to cavity diameter, number of cavities in a device, size
and number of alignment features, and number of separate fluidic channels per device.
The changes are divided among four distinct versions of the microfluidic system. Fig-
ures 11, 12, 13,and 14 show schematic drawings of all four design versions. The first version
of the microfluidic system contains an array of 16 small-diameter (15 µm) cavities each
interfacing with electrodes. This version uses only large (4.7625 mm diameter) alignment
features, and incorporates a single fluidic channel for all 16 cavities. The second version
of the system has an array of only eight cavities with larger diameters (240 µm). Again
only large alignment features are used and all eight cavities interface with a single fluidic
channel. Version three of the microfluidic system maintains eight large-diameter cavities
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Figure 9: (A) For impedance spectroscopy experiments, a single cell, (B) a cluster of cells,
(C) or a tissue sample is placed into the analysis cavity and wires bonded to the gold contact
pads are connected to an impedance analyzer.
and a single fluidic channel, but for the alignment, it has both large and small (240 µm
diameter) holes. Version four again has eight large-diameter cavities and uses both large
and small alignment features, but rather than a single fluidic channel for all the cavities, it
has four separate fluidic channels, each with access to two cavities.
The increase to the cavity diameter aids in alignment, both from layer to layer, but
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Figure 10: For patch-clamp experiments, a single cell is pulled into the analysis cavity and
against the via hole using suction through the microfluidic channel. Wires bonded to the
silver contact pad and to a gold contact pad corresponding to one of the gold electrodes at
the analysis cavity are connected to the patch-clamp measurement equipment.
also from Kapton R© layer to microstencil, a process that is described as part of the fab-
rication procedure in Chapter 3. Then, by decreasing the number of cavities per device,
the microstencil for the electrode patterning is less complicated, and therefore easier to
fabricate and use. Adding small alignment features greatly increases the ability to align all
six Kapton R© layers prior to bonding. Finally, by adding additional fluidic channels, fewer
cavities are controlled by a single channel. This helps when trying to use negative pressure
in the channel to move cells that are initially suspended in solution into a nearby cavity.
2.1.4 Overview of the Fabrication Steps
The fabrication of the multi-layer microfluidic system consists of laser ablation, microsten-
ciling, heat staking, and packaging. First, features for the fluidic channel, access ports,
cavities, via holes, and alignment marks are patterned into the individual polyimide lay-
ers through ablation using either an excimer or a CO2 laser. For the metalization step, a
microstencil first needs to be fabricated. Then, the metal is deposited onto the polyimide
layer through the microstencil. Next, the patterned and metalized polyimide layers are
aligned and bonded together by heat staking. For the packaging, the containment well is
formed using stereolithography (SLA). Finally, the containment well and tubing are glued
onto the microsystem and wires are electrically bonded to the metal contact pads and then
sealed with epoxy. Each of these processing steps is described in greater detail as part of
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Figure 11: The first version of the microfluidic system contains an array of 16 small-
diameter (15 µm) analysis cavities all interfacing with a single microfluidic channel. This
design version uses only large alignment features (4.7625 mm diameter).
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Figure 12: The second version of the microfluidic system contains an array of 8 large-
diameter (240 µm) analysis cavities all interfacing with a single microfluidic channel. As
with design version 1, only large alignment features (4.7625 mm diameter) are used.
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Figure 13: The third version of the microfluidic system contains an array of 8 large-diameter
(240 µm) analysis cavities all interfacing with a single microfluidic channel. Unlike the two
previous versions, version 3 uses both large (4.7625 mm diameter) and small (240 µm
diameter) alignment features.
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Figure 14: The fourth version of the microfluidic system contains an array of 8 large-
diameter (240 µm) analysis cavities and uses both large (4.7625 mm diameter) and small
(240 µm diameter) alignment features. Unlike all three previous versions, this design con-
tains four independent fluidic channels each interfacing with only two analysis cavities.
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the fabrication procedure in Chapter 3.
2.2 Theoretical Analysis and Modeling of the Microsystem
Theoretical analysis and modeling of any system is used to verify that the system functions
as it was designed to function. For this project, the stability of the microfluidic system with
respect to fluid mechanics was analyzed using the governing fluid mechanics equations.
Then, an equivalent electrical circuit of the microfluidic system was developed to verify the
collected impedance spectroscopy data.
2.2.1 Structural Stability Analysis of the Microsystem using Fluid Dynamics
During normal operation of the multi-layer microfluidic system, it is necessary that the
layers not delaminate. The most critical location where delamination can take place is
between the layers that form the microfluidic channel. The delamination can occur if a
high enough pressure is exerted on the walls of the channel when fluid is pushed through
the channel.
As was shown earlier in Figure 8, the fluidic channel is formed from three of the six
polyimide layers. The isolation and via layers form the bottom and top walls of the channel
respectively. The side walls of the channel are part of the channel layer itself. Normal
operation of the microfluidic system involves filling the microfluidic channel with a cell
buffer solution prior to dispensing the solution of cells on top of the array of cell cavities.
The limit of how much pressure can be applied to the microfluidic channel before it begins
to fail needs to be determined so that delamination of the polyimide layers will not occur.
Although visual inspection of the channel during operation is sufficient in observing the
formation of leaks, using theoretical analysis can help to more fully understand the behavior
of the channel due to fluid dynamics.
To fill the microchannel, tubing is used to connect the inlet of the channel to a syringe
that is controlled by a syringe pump that pumps at a user specified volumetric flow rate.
Based on the set flow rate, the walls of the microchannel will experience a certain pressure.
From the theories of conservation of energy and conservation of momentum, mathematical
relationships between flow rate and pressure for fluid mechanics are derived [43,101]. These
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governing equations for fluid dynamics are the Navier-Stokes equations. Due to their com-
plexity, certain assumptions about the flow must be made before solutions can be found. By
assuming a Poiseuille flow, which is an incompressible Newtonian fluid characterized by a
fully-developed, laminar flow in a straight, horizontal, and circular tube, the Navier-Stokes





In Poiseuille’s law, Q is the volumetric flow rate [m
3
sec
], R is the radius of the tube [m], ∆p
is the pressure drop [ kg
m·sec2
] between two points in the tube a distance l [m] apart, and µ is
the viscosity of the fluid [ kg
m·sec
].
The first assumption made to obtain Poiseuille’s law is that of an incompressible Newto-
nian fluid. This type of fluid is one in which a constant density and viscosity are maintained
across the fluid such as water at a specific temperature. The next assumption is that the
flow is fully-developed. As a fluid enters a tube, its initial velocity profile (the velocity of
the fluid with respect to its distance from the wall) is uniform. However, as the fluid travels
further into the tube, viscous forces between the fluid and the wall increase and cause the
velocity profile to change. The profile continues to change until the flow reaches a point
in the tube a specified distance from the entrance, le. After this point, the velocity profile
will remain constant (so long as the tube remains straight) and is therefore considered to
be fully-developed. For a laminar flow, the entrance length is calculated using Equation 4.
le = 0.06 · D · Re (4)
In this equation, D is the diameter of the tube [m], and Re is a unitless term called the
Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertia to viscous effects in the
flow and is a function of fluid viscosity (µ), fluid density (ρ) [ kg
m3
], mean velocity of the fluid
(V ) [ m
sec






The next assumption is that the flow is laminar. For laminar flow, the velocity vector
has only one component, which is in the same direction of the pipe. The velocity vector for
turbulent flow is dominated by the velocity in the direction of the pipe, but it also contains
components in other directions. To distinguish between these flow profiles, the Reynolds
number is used. Generally, if Re < 2100, the flow is dominated by viscous effects and is
considered laminar. If Re > 4000, inertia dominates the flow, and the flow is considered
turbulent. Between 2100 and 4000 the flow may switch between laminar and turbulent flow
in a random fashion and is considered transitional flow.
The final assumption needed to use Poiseuille’s law is that the flow is contained in a
straight, horizontal, and circular tube. Therefore, in order to use Poiseuille’s law for a
microchannel with a rectangular cross-section, an equivalent diameter needs to be deter-






In this equation, A is the cross-sectional area of the channel [m2], and P is the wetted
perimeter of the channel [m]. Therefore, for a channel with a cross-sectional width, w, and
height, h, the hydraulic diameter simplifies to that shown in Equation 7.
Dh =
2 · h · w
h + w
(7)
Finally, the Poiseuille’s law equation can be rewritten in terms of the mean velocity of
the fluid and rearranged to calculate pressure drop based on flow rate as shown in Equa-













Now Equation 10 can be used to solve for the theoretical pressure drop across the channel
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in this microfluidic system for varying flow rates of water. For this analysis, the following
parameters are used:
µ = 0.001002 kg
m·sec
,
ρ = 998 kg
m3
,
h = 50.8 × 10−6 m,
w = 500 × 10−6 m, and
l = 63.4 × 10−3 m.
From Equation 7, Dh is found to be 92.2 × 10
−6 m. Under normal operation of the
microfluidic system, the volumetric flow rates (Q) through the channel are between 0 and
2.0 mL
hr
, but for this analysis, flow rates up to 5.5 mL
hr
are considered. A flow rate of 5.5 mL
hr
equals 1.53 × 10−9 m
3
sec
, which for the channel dimensions listed above corresponds to a
flow rate (V ) of 6.01 × 10−2 m
sec
. Based on Equation 5, this range of flow rates leads to a
maximum Reynolds numbers of 5.53, which means the flow through this channel is indeed
laminar. Additionally, from Equation 4, the maximum entrance length (le) for this channel
is 30.6 × 10−6 m. Therefore, for a 63.4 × 10−3 m long channel, an entrance length of
30.6 × 10−6 m is negligible, and the fully developed flow is assumed to be over the entire
length of the channel.
As was shown earlier in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14, the channel in the first three versions
of the microfluidic system is not straight, rather it contains nine bends. For laminar flow
with Reynolds numbers less than 15, it has been experimentally found that bends do not
create significant additional pressure drops across the channel [152]. Therefore, for this
analysis, the channel is assumed to be straight, and Poiseuille’s law can be applied. Also
for this analysis, only the longer channel from the first three design versions is considered.
According to Equation 10, pressure drop decreases with decreasing channel length, and since
this analysis is meant to find the maximum amount of pressure applied to the channel, only
the longer channel needs to be taken into account. Figure 15 shows the results of the
theoretical analysis using Poiseuille’s law for determining pressure drop vs. flow rate. The
theoretical maximum pressure drop across the channel due to a volumetric flow rate of
5.5 mL
hr




Figure 15: This plot of the pressure at the channel inlet due to an applied flow rate is
determined from an analysis of Poiseuille’s equation for laminar flow through a tube. The
results show a linear increase in pressure due to increasing flow rates.
2.2.2 Equivalent Electrical Circuit of the Microsystem
The electrodes that interface the analysis cavities in the microfluidic system are used to
perform impedance spectroscopy analysis on the material inside the cavities. The result
of this analysis is displayed in a set of plots depicting the magnitude and phase of the
impedance over a range of frequencies. An equivalent electrical circuit has been developed
to model the expected impedance. The model includes all the components of the microfluidic
system that can contribute to the measured impedance: the analyte and the carrier solution
within the cavity, parasitics from the device, and the electrodes themselves. Figure 16 is a
block diagram of the circuit used to model this system.
The first part of the circuit model is based on the parasitic effects that the device might
have on the measured electrical signal. If a portion of the electrical signal between the two
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Figure 16: The circuit model for the microfluidic system can be divided into three differ-
ent sections: (1) parasitic effects from the device itself, (2) polarization effects from both
electrodes, and (3) a response due to the analyte inside the analysis cavity.
cavity electrodes travels through any part of the device besides the analysis cavity by means
of the substrate material, then this additional pathway is the cause of the parasitic effects.
For a single analysis cavity in the microfluidic system, the additional pathways are around
the analysis cavity through the bottom cavity and top cavity layers and around the bottom
of the analysis cavity through the via layer. The multiple pathways are combined and
modeled by a simple RC parallel circuit in a shunt configuration to the main signal path.
The R and C values are based on the resistivity (ρ) and dielectric constant (ǫr) specified for
the main material of construction, Kapton R© (ρ = 1 × 1015 Ω·m, ǫr = 3.5), the dimensions
of the analysis cavity (240 µm in diameter, 101.6 µm deep), and the thicknesses of each
of the microsystem layers (50.8 µm thick) [35, 36]. These values are used in Equations 11
and 12, which lead to resistor and capacitor values of 1.4 × 1019 Ω and 2.3 × 10−15 F
respectively. In these equations, ρ is resistivity [Ω·m], l is the length of the resistor [m], As
is the cross-sectional area along the length of the resistor [m2], ǫo is the permittivity of free
space (8.85× 10−12 F
m
), ǫr is the dielectric constant [unitless], Ae is the cross-sectional area
for the space between the plates of the capacitor [m2], and d is the distance between the









The second part of the circuit model characterizes the metal electrodes. When an
electrode is placed in an electrolytic solution (in a biological analysis the carrier solution
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is typically an ionic solution), a double layer of charges will build up at the surface of
the electrode, thus polarizing the electrode. This is shown in Figure 5 in Chapter 1 with
regards to using reference electrodes in patch-clamping experiments. In this microfluidic
system, the electrodes used for the impedance spectroscopy measurements are made of gold
and are susceptible to electrode polarization. Therefore, the circuit model takes this into
consideration with the addition of the two electrode polarization circuits, which are based
on a Randles equivalent circuit [8]. The Randles equivalent circuit is comprised of a solution
resistance (Rs) in series with the parallel combination of a double-layer capacitance (Cdl)
and a charge transfer resistance (Rct). The resistor and capacitor values are based on values
found in the literature for gold electrodes in an electrolyte and on the cross-sectional area
of the electrodes at the analysis cavity (30 µm2): Rs = 1 × 10
4 Ω, Cdl = 1 × 10
−14 F, and
Rct = 1 × 10
5 Ω [17,66,98].
The third part of the circuit model considers the analyte inside the analysis cavity.
Again, this portion of the circuit is modeled by a simple RC parallel circuit, and Equa-
tions 11 and 12 are used to determine the resistor and capacitor values. Although the
dimensions of the cavity remain constant, the resistor and capacitor values will change
based on the characteristics of the material inside the analysis cavity. After device fabrica-
tion, the system is characterized by collecting impedance measurements with air, de-ionized
(DI) water, and phosphate buffered saline (PBS), as is discussed later in Chapters 3 and
4. Therefore, these three materials have all been considered for the circuit model. The
following resistivities, dielectric constants, and cavity dimensions have been used:
ρDIW = 1.8 × 10
5 Ω·m,
ρPBS = 0.2 Ω·m,
ǫr air = 1.0006,
ǫr DIW = 15,
ǫr PBS = 81,
lcavity = 2.5 × 10
−4 m, and
Acavity = 2.5 × 10
−8 m2.
Figure 17 shows the three different circuit models used for air, DI water, and PBS.
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Figure 17: The circuit models for the microfluidic system with air, DI water, and PBS
inside the analysis cavities are made up of a combination of RC circuits representing the
device parasitics, electrode polarization effects, and the analyte itself. The polarization
effects are not present for air or DI water.
For air, the RC circuit simplifies to a single capacitor. Since the electrode polarization
only occurs for an electrode / electrolyte interface, this portion of the circuit model is
not necessary for air or DI water; ideally, DI water does not contain free ions that would
contribute to the charge build-up.
These circuit models were executed using the software OrCAD (Cadence Design Sys-
tems, San Jose, CA). The stimulus to the circuit was an AC current of 1 A, and the analysis
was performed over a frequency range from 40 Hz to 10 MHz. Figure 18 shows the resulting
magnitude and phase plots. It is noted that the magnitude drops from air to DI water to
PBS. For DI water, the magnitude remains steady at low frequencies and starts to drop off
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at 10 kHz, and the magnitude of PBS remains steady along the entire frequency spectrum.
This is characteristic of the decreasing resistances and increasing capacitances from air to
DI water to PBS. For the phase plots, air, which is purely capacitive, has a constant phase
of −90◦, and DI water and PBS have phase shifts at increasing frequencies again due to the
differences in resistance and capacitance. These responses will be compared against the re-
sults from impedance measurements collected during device characterization as is discussed
in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 18: The impedance data (magnitude and phase) for the theoretical circuit model
for air, DI water, and PBS in the analysis cavity over a frequency range of 40 Hz to 10 MHz
show what trends are expected when experimental impedance data will be collected using




The initial step in fabricating a multi-layer microfluidic system is determining the appro-
priate material of construction. This is followed by, and sometimes in conjunction with,
establishing the methods that will facilitate the patterning of the substrate material, includ-
ing removal of material and the formation of electrodes in selected locations, and assembly
of the individual layers. This chapter explains why Kapton R© is the preferred substrate
material and how laser ablation, microstenciling, and heat staking are used to fabricate a
multi-layer microfluidic system.
3.1 Kapton as the Flexible Substrate Material
Characteristics that should be considered for the substrate material for a microfluidic device
that is to be used for cellular analysis are biocompatibility, mechanical properties, and its
compatibility with micromachining techniques. This microsystem is intended to be used
only for cellular analysis experiments in vitro, and therefore, any type of immune response
from a living host is not considered. However, the microsystem must still be biocompatible,
meaning that it does not affect the extracellular fluid environment of the living cells. In
terms of mechanical properties, the ideal material to use in a microsystem for biomedical
applications would be durable such that it would not easily break during fabrication or
during normal use in a final product.
Silicon (Si) and glass are readily used in conventional MEMS devices, and the proce-
dures for processing them are well established [13,77]. Since they also exhibit biocompatible
characteristics, Si and glass have become common materials to use in the fabrication of mi-
crosystems for biological analyses [3]. However, as a disadvantage, Si and glass are fragile
and can easily break during fabrication and normal device use, and they require multiple
processing steps for both patterning and assembly. In an attempt to ease fabrication and
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introduce additional benefits, polymers are being incorporated into the design and fabrica-
tion of microsystems for biological analyses [69, 75]. Polymers are less fragile than Si and
glass, and are therefore easier to process and handle in a final device without breaking.
Some polymers are also biocompatible and transparent, and those that are photosensitive
allow for simpler photolithographic processing [46].
Based on flexibility, biocompatibility, and the ability to process them using micro-
machining techniques, polymers that could be used for the microfluidic system include
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), parylene, polyethe-
lene (PE), and various types of spin-on polyimides [34,60,71,86]. Another possible polymer,
Kapton R© (a commercially available polyimide made by DuPont), is already popular for use
in electronic applications due to its electrical, thermal, mechanical, physical, and chemi-
cal stability over a wide temperature range. In fact, DuPont has combined its Kapton R©
product with an acrylic adhesive to form the product Pyralux, which is one of the common
substrates used by flexible printed circuit manufacturers such as PFC Flexible Circuits Lim-
ited in Canada and All Flex Inc. in Minnesota. For its reliability in harsh environments, the
flexible Pyralux substrates have been used for decades in the automotive and aerospace in-
dustries and now more frequently in the communications industry for cell phones and other
small hand-held electronics. Although DuPont does not market Kapton R© for biomedical
applications, its biocompatibility has been verified through previous studies by Richardson
et al., Cosofret et al. and Rousche et al. [26, 118,123].
Outside of the electronic circuit board industry, the flexible yet durable characteristic of
Kapton R© has recently been noticed by researchers developing microsystems. Ramadoss et
al. and Chang et al. have used Kapton R© in fabricating MEMS based capacitive sensors and
switches [18, 116]. In both cases, the Kapton R© with patterned electrodes is the movable
membrane. Some MEMS based biomedical applications have also investigated the use of
Kapton R© as the substrate for microelectrode arrays for stimulating and recording electrical
signals from cardiomyocytes and neurons [1, 53, 90, 124, 141]. Li et al. used Kapton R© as
a compliant substrate for a silicon based pressure sensor that is designed to fit inside of a
catheter for neonatal intravascular blood pressure measurements [83]. In this device, the
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Kapton R© substrate and the pressure sensor are bonded together using conductive poly-
mers. Giordano et al. have also adapted a Kapton R© substrate for their polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) chip used in DNA amplification [52]. Kapton R© was chosen for its high glass
transition temperature and optical transmission in the IR range.
In addition to being flexible, microsystems made with Kapton R© might also benefit from
Kapton R©’s thermal and optical characteristics. The ability to operate a microsystem over
a wide temperature range is not a requirement for the types of cellular analysis performed
as part of this research project, but it is a requirement of other biomedical applications.
For example, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) uses temperature cycling between 35◦C
and 96◦C for DNA amplification, and thermal field flow fractionation (TFFF) systems
require integrated heaters at approximately 71◦C, and both are applications currently being
incorporated into microsystems [38, 76, 154]. Therefore, by using a material that is stable
over a wide temperature range, other types of biomedical applications could be possible
in polymer-based microfluidic systems. This is also an advantage if the microsystem were
required to be used in harsh environments. Kapton R© therefore provides some versatility to
the microfluidic system since it is stable over a wide temperature range even greater than
350◦C [35,36].
As for the necessary optical properties of a microsystem, depending on the type of anal-
yses and experiments a laboratory is conducting, the visual inspection could be performed
with either an upright or inverted microscope that can be lit from the backside or the top-
side. Additionally, biomedical studies frequently use fluorescence to aid in analyzing their
results. The transparent property of Kapton R© allows for these various optical imaging
techniques to be employed, and although other possible polymers are also transparent, a
silicon-based microsystem would limit the options of the end user.
Of the possible polymers mentioned, Kapton R© is the preferred substrate material for
this multi-layer, microfluidic system; it is flexible yet durable, biocompatible, stable over a
wide temperature range, transparent, and lends itself well to laser ablation and heat staking.
The ability to pattern these sheets with laser ablation has been tested and confirmed as part
of this research project, and the parameters for that process are described in a subsequent
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section of this chapter. Forming metal electrodes on top of Kapton R© sheets has been
previously investigated by Graff et. al, and the procedures used for this project are described
in a subsequent section of this chapter [56]. Several types of Kapton R© are available and
have different material properties (e.g. Young’s modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion,
and moisture uptake). For this research project, 50.8 µm thick sheets of Kapton R© E and
EKJ are used. The most important characteristic of these types of Kapton R© that makes
them ideal for the fabrication of a multi-layer microsystem is their ability to bond to each
other. Kapton R© EKJ sheets have a 3-layer composition: Kapton R© KJ polyimide adhesive
film on either side of a Kapton R© E core. The Kapton R© KJ adhesive film is not tacky, but
bonds to neighboring material when placed under high temperature and pressure (350◦C
and 1.65 MPa). Thus, a stack combining Kapton R© E and Kapton R© EKJ enables the
formation of a freestanding, multi-layer structure.
Besides Kapton R© and other polymers that are available as a dry film, spin-on polymers
can also be used to create multi-layer microsystems [46,59]. A spin-on polyimide is beneficial
in that it can be prepared in a range of thicknesses by altering the spin speed. For this
microfluidic system, the via layer requires feature sizes of approximately two to five microns
in diameter, which can be easier to obtain in a substrate thinner than the 50.8 µm thick
Kapton R© sheets. Therefore, at the beginning of this research project, two types of spin-on
polyimides, PI-2555 (HD Microsystems) and Photoneece PWDC-1000 (Dow Corning), were
considered.
The polyimide PI-2555 can be patterned through either dry or wet etching techniques.
The process flow for both methods is shown in Figure 19. For the dry etching method, the
PI-2555 is spun onto a silicon (Si) wafer into a thickness of approximately 15 µm. A metal
layer, titanium (Ti), is then deposited on top of the polyimide to act as a mask layer during
the etching process. The Ti is patterned with photoresist, and then the exposed areas of
Ti are etched in a diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution. The sample is next placed in a
reactive ion etch (RIE) in which an oxygen plasma is used to remove the exposed PI-2555.
After etching, any remaining Ti is removed again in a diluted HF solution. The patterned
layer of PI-2555 is then released in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). For the wet etching method,
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Figure 19: Thin layers for the microfluidic system can be made using the spin-on polyimide,
PI-2555, which can be processed through either dry (A) or wet (B) etching techniques.
again the PI-2555 is spun onto a Si wafer into a thickness of approximately 15 µm. Next,
photoresist, AZ-5214 (Clariant), is patterned on top of the polyimide to act as a mask
during the etching process. During photoresist development, the sample remains in the
developer (diluted MIF 312, Microchem Corp.) until the polyimide has been etched. The
patterned layer of PI-2555 is then released in IPA with the aid of a razor blade.
The polyimide PWDC-1000 is a photosensitive polyimide and therefore can be patterned
through typical photolithography techniques. The process flow for creating a patterned layer
of PWDC-1000 is shown in Figure 20. First, a sacrificial metal layer (Ti) is deposited onto
the Si wafer to act as a release layer at the end of processing. Then the PWDC-1000 is
spun onto the Ti into a thickness of approximately 7 µm. Next, the polyimide is patterned
directly without the use of a mask layer and developed in MF 319. Finally, the PWDC-1000
layer is release by etching the Ti in a diluted HF solution.
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Figure 20: Thin layers for the microfluidic system can be made using the photosensitive
spin-on polyimide, PWDC1000. This material can be patterned using standard photolitho-
graphic processes.
The results from processing both the PI-2555 and PWDC-1000 are discussed later in
Chapter 3. However it can be said that using a material that is already in sheet form
reduces the processing steps required for depositing, patterning, and releasing a spin-on
polyimide and thus simplifies the entire procedure of creating a multi-layer microsystem.
Therefore, so long as the small diameter via holes can be laser ablated into the 50.8 µm
thick Kapton R© sheets, the thin layers made possible by using a spin-on polyimide would
no longer be necessary.
3.2 Metals Used for Electrodes
Besides the substrate material, the only other material used in this multi-layer microfluidic
system is the metal for the cell cavity electrodes and the fluidic channel electrodes. First,
the metals chosen must be appropriate for the application. And second, since the metal is
deposited through typical MEMS techniques, as will be described later, the metal should be
commonly found in MEMS fabrication. A common metal used in MEMS is gold, and since
gold is biocompatible, it is also a common metal found in biomedical applications [12,13,79].
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Therefore, gold is used for the cell cavity electrodes. The fluidic channel electrodes are meant
to mimic the electrodes located in the glass micropipette in the conventional patch-clamp
technique. As was described in Chapter 1, those electrodes are typically a silver (Ag) wire
with a silver chloride (AgCl) coating. To mimic this aspect of the conventional patch-
clamp technique, the fluidic channel electrodes are made with silver, which is another metal
available through standard MEMS techniques. The silver chloride (AgCl) coating is applied
to the Ag traces after they are patterned onto the Kapton R© sheet through a microstencil
as described in a subsequent section. To create the coating, a 5% HCl solution is applied
to the ends of the Ag traces for 5 to 10 seconds, after which the sheet of Kapton R© is rinsed
in running DI water for approximately 30 seconds.
3.3 Microsystem Fabrication Procedures
Typical MEMS fabrication techniques for processing microsystems out of Si, glass, or even
polymers include photolithography, wet and dry etching, and anodic or adhesive-based
bonding of substrates [6,54,55,81]. Patterning materials through laser ablation and micros-
tenciling and bonding substrates through heat staking to fabricate microsystems are not
as common. Laser ablation of polymers has been performed in Kancharla et al. to create
microchannels and filtration membranes [74]. In Graff et al., a microstenciling process for
repeatable patterning of metal traces as narrow as 10 µm onto polymer substrates has been
developed [56]. Using high temperature and pressure to bond polymer substrates has been
investigated by Han et al. and Su et al. [60,138]. The results from these individual research
efforts are promising and show that the integration of laser ablation, microstenciling, and
heat staking could be used in place of traditional MEMS techniques for the fabrication of
microfluidic systems for cellular analyses.
As is shown in Figure 21, the complete fabrication procedure for developing this multi-
layer microfluidic system includes the following steps: patterning of features through laser
ablation, deposition of appropriate metals for electrodes through microstenciling, assembly
of the individual layers through heat staking, and packaging the system with appropriate
electrical and fluidic interfaces. Each of these steps is described in detail in the following
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sections.
3.3.1 Patterning Individual Layers with Laser Ablation
Each of the six layers in the multi-layer microsystem requires some features to be defined
in the polyimide. These features include alignment holes, inlet / outlet ports, cell cavity
openings, via holes, and fluidic channels and range from a few microns to a few millimeters
in diameter. This patterning is accomplished through laser ablation with two different laser
systems: an excimer laser system and a CO2 laser system. The excimer laser system can
provide a beam spot size from a few microns to hundreds of microns in diameter. The
CO2 laser system has a limited range of available beam spot sizes, but it is faster than the
excimer laser, and is therefore beneficial for certain applications. Determining which laser
is used for the multiple layers of the microfluidic system is discussed later as part of the
results of the laser ablation in Chapter 4.
Ultraviolet (UV) laser ablation has been shown to be an efficient method for defining
features in polyimide, including Kapton R© [28, 39, 151]. The LPX200 series excimer laser
(Lambda Physik) operates at a wavelength of 248 nm, which is within the UV range on the
electromagnetic spectrum. This system uses krypton (Kr) / fluorine (F) as the rare / halide
gas mixture and neon (Ne) as the buffer gas. The laser provides 20 ns pulse-lengths, operates
at up to 100 Hz, and produces up to 600 mJ of energy per pulse. The laser is directed
through a series of optics and interfaces with a computer-controlled stage (Micromaster
large excimer laser workstation, Resonetics). Figure 22 shows a schematic diagram of the
layout of the laser and the workstation. The laser has an initial beam spot size of 4 mm
by 15 mm. In the workstation, the laser beam first travels through an attenuator, which
can scale the energy from 5% to 98% of the original value. The beam is then projected
through a metal mask with openings of varying diameters depending on the desired size of
the feature to be ablated. The final stage of the workstation uses demagnification optics to
focus the beam down to 4 - 14 times the projected size. Based on user inputs, a computer
running the laser software, Lightdeck (Resonetics), controls the energy and pulse rate of the
original laser beam and interfaces with the workstation directly to control the attenuation,
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Figure 21: The fabrication procedure for the multi-layer, microfluidic system begins with
selecting the substrate material. This is followed by patterning the material through laser
ablation and microstenciling. After the multiple layers are bonded together, the final step
of the fabrication is packaging.
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Figure 22: The excimer laser beam travels through an attenuator, projection mask, and
de-magnification optics before reaching the movable stage. The laser parameters and stage
are controlled through a computer and the projection mask is positioned by hand. A CCD
camera and monitor aid in observing the process.
demagnification, and focus of the beam. The computer also controls the x-y position and
rotation of the stage that holds the material to be ablated. The metal projection mask,
located between the attenuator and demagnification optics, is positioned into the path of
the laser by hand.
To ablate specific patterns into a sheet of Kapton R© located on the stage of the work-
station, the stage must be moved according to the location of those patterns. The laser
software bases the movement of that stage on two types of input files as well as user defined
parameters. The first type of file is a tab-delineated ascii file (.txt) that simply provides
a list of x-y coordinates where single holes are to be ablated. The second type of file is
used to move the stage in circles and straight lines and is based on an AutoCAD (Autodesk
Inc.) drawing file (.dwg). Before the .dwg file can be used by the laser software, it is first
converted into a .dxf file through AutoCAD. Then using the laser software, the .dxf and
.txt files are combined with user inputs such as operating frequency and number of pulses to
create .oms files. The information in the .oms files tells the workstation when and where to
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move the stage, how fast to move it, and when and for how many pulses to fire the laser. By
running multiple .oms files with different sized metal projection masks, features of various
sizes can be defined on a single substrate.
The LS500XL series CO2 laser (Gravograph) operates at a wavelength of 10.6 µm.
While this type of laser is typically used for industrial applications such as welding, heat
treatment, drilling, and engraving, it is also suitable for patterning polymers [28, 70]. This
laser system is simpler than the excimer laser system with fewer user defined parameters.
The laser beam is not attenuated, limited by a projection mask, or demagnified. Rather, it
is sent directly through a focusing lens and onto a metal stage where the target material is
located. The focusing lens determines the beam spot size. The available lenses have focal
lengths of 2 inches, 2.5 inches, 3.5 inches, and 4 inches, from which the minimum beam
spot size available is a constant 160 µm with the 2 inch focal length lens. Also, unlike the
excimer laser system, the CO2 laser beam is moved over the material rather than the stage
moving. A diagram showing the layout of the laser is shown in Figure 23. The CO2 laser
movement and firing is controlled through a computer running the laser software, LaserStyle
(Gravograph). An AutoCAD drawing (.dwg), similar to that used with the excimer laser,
is made and converted into a .dxf file. This file in imported into the laser software. Within
this software, the user can define only a few parameters. The power level can be set to
10-100% of 60 watts, and the speed of the moving laser beam can be set to 1-100% of
200 mm
sec
. The laser software uses this information to control the movement and firing of the
CO2 laser.
When ablating with either laser system, first a sheet of Kapton R© is pre-cut into an
appropriate size for the layer of the microsystem that will be processed. That sheet is
taped down onto an aluminum block, which is then placed onto the laser stage. Next, the
focus is adjusted by moving the optics of the excimer laser or the stage of the CO2 laser.
The final step before running the laser is to set the x-y coordinates accordingly such that
the pattern will be ablated in the correct location on the Kapton R© sheet.
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Figure 23: The CO2 laser is simpler than the excimer laser. It only travels through a single
focusing lens before reaching the stationary stage. The firing and movement of the laser is
controlled through a computer.
3.3.2 Electrode Formation Through Microstenciling
The microfluidic system contains two metal layers. The first metal layer forms the elec-
trodes located at the bottom of the fluidic channel, and the second metal layer forms the
electrodes that interface at the sides of the analysis cavities. Both metal layers are directly
patterned onto the surface of the Kapton R© sheets through a microstenciling technique.
Microstenciling enables patterning of vapor-deposited films and sputtered thin metal films
onto materials (e.g. thermoplastics, metal oxides) incompatible with standard photoresist
processing by eliminating any photolithography and wet micromachining processes that
would be directly applied to those materials [56]. In addition, microstencils are reusable,
and therefore simplify the batch fabrication of these microfluidic systems.
The microstenciling technique begins with a silicon wafer that is through-wafer etched
using inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The etched pattern in the silicon micros-
tencil defines the areas through which the thin metal films are to be deposited onto an
underlying substrate. After defining the through-wafer pattern in the silicon wafer, the
microstencil is mounted on top of and in contact with a substrate, i.e. the Kapton R© sheet.
Subsequently, the thin metal films are deposited through the microstencil and onto the
substrate. After metal deposition, the microstencil is lifted off of the substrate, leaving
behind the metal pattern, Figure 24. This procedure has been shown to produce repeatable
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Figure 24: Microstenciling enables patterning of thin metal films onto substrates not neces-
sarily compatible with standard photolithographic processes. The technique involves mak-
ing a silicon stencil and using it to mask the substrate material during either evaporated or
sputtered metal deposition.
metal patterns as small as 5 µm with high quality adhesion between the deposited metal
and polyimide substrates [56,99].
The fluidic channel electrodes are 100 µm wide along their entire length and terminate at
500 µm wide contact pads. The microstencil for the fluidic channel electrodes is made with
a 450 µm thick, 4 inch Si wafer. Figure 25 shows an AutoCAD image of the layout of the
fluidic channel electrodes along with the cell cavity arrays. This single microstencil is used
to pattern the fluidic channel electrodes for four separate microfluidic systems at a time, one
in each quadrant of the Si wafer. A processing diagram for creating the microstencil and
depositing the metal is shown in Figure 26. First, NR9-8000 negative photoresist (Futurrex,
Inc.) is spun onto the wafer at 700 RPM for 30 seconds, which results in a 25-30 µm thick
layer of photoresist. The photoresist is then defined using a light-field mask containing
the pattern for the fluidic channel electrodes. The photoresist is exposed to UV radiation
on an Optical Associates Inc. Mask Aligner at a dose of 600 mJ
cm2
and then developed in
RD6 (Futurrex, Inc.) for 120 seconds. Next, the wafer is placed in a Plasma-Therm ICP
reactive ion etch (RIE) and etched using the Bosch process. The Bosch process outlines a
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Figure 25: The features for the fluidic channel electrode microstencil span the area of a
4 inch silicon wafer. This microstencil can be used to pattern the metal traces onto four
separate microfluidic systems at one time. The traces are 100 µm wide along their entire
length and terminate at 500 µm wide contact pads. The four large circles are used for
alignment of the microstencil to the substrate. Inset: A close-up of the end of a single trace
showing how it would be aligned to the overlaying analysis cavity.
repeated series of steps in which a Si wafer is etched and then a material is deposited onto
the sidewalls to reduce undercutting of the Si [80]. This process is used to obtain straight
sidewalls when performing deep RIE (DRIE), as is the case for creating a microstencil.
Once the pattern is completely etched through the Si wafer, the microstencil is mounted
resist-side down on top of the Kapton R© sheet. By mounting the microstencil resist-side
down, sharper edges in the deposited metal are obtained. The apparatus for holding the
microstencil and the Kapton R© sheet together during metal deposition is shown in Figure 27.
To maintain alignment during metal deposition, 4.7625 mm pins are placed through both the
microstencil and the Kapton R© sheet and into the holder. A large, flat metal ring is placed
on top of the microstencil and Kapton R© sheet to help hold the microstencil in contact with
the Kapton R©. The holder is then placed into a CVC DC sputterer for metal deposition.
First 600 Ȧ of Cr is deposited. Then 600 Ȧ of Pt is deposited on top of the Cr layer. This is
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Figure 26: The fluidic channel electrode microstencil is processed on only one side of the
silicon wafer. The features are etched completely through the wafer using the BOSCH
process. During metal deposition, the microstencil is mounted resist-side down on top of
the substrate to achieve sharper edges in the patterns.
then followed by the deposition of 2000 Ȧ of Ag. After metal deposition, the microstencil is
removed, and the metal traces remain on the Kapton R© sheet. The microstencil can then be
used again to pattern the fluidic channel electrodes onto additional sheets of Kapton R©. At
this point, the silver chloride (AgCl) coating is applied to the Ag traces using the process
described earlier in this chapter.
The electrodes that interface the analysis cavities have smaller dimensions in some areas
than the fluidic channel electrodes. For some of the analysis cavities, two electrodes interface
at the sides of the cavity, while four electrodes are present at other cavities. For the two-
electrode design, the metal electrodes are 8 µm wide at the analysis cavity and then expand
to 100 µm wide. For the four-electrode design, an additional stepping size is required to be
able to place more traces around the perimeter of the cell cavity without shorting the traces
together. These traces are also 8 µm wide at the analysis cavity but then step up to 20 µm
wide and then to 100 µm wide. All the cavity electrodes terminate at 500 µm wide contact
pads. Figure 28 shows two AutoCAD images. The first image is for the first version of the
microfluidic system with 16 analysis cavities, and the second is for the second, third, and
fourth versions of the system with eight analysis cavities. The figure also contains a close-up
of the four- and two-electrode design. As with the fluidic channel microstencil, this single
microstencil is used to pattern the cavity electrodes for four separate microfluidic systems at
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Figure 27: (A) The base plate contains four holes the same size as the large alignment
features. (B) The substrate material is placed onto the base plate and the microstencil is
placed on top. The four alignment pins are fit into the holes in the stencil, the substrate, and
the base plate. (C) A metal ring in positioned on top of the stack to keep the microstencil
in contact with the substrate and to cover any exposed edges of the substrate.
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a time, one in each quadrant of the Si wafer. Since the cavity electrode microstencil contains
smaller features than the fluidic channel electrode microstencil, a different approach to the
processing of the microstencil is required. The cavity electrode microstencil is made with
a 350 µm thick 3 inch Si wafer. An 8 µm wide trench in a 350 µm thick wafer results in
an aspect ratio greater than 40:1. A feature with this aspect ratio is difficult to produce
even with the Bosch process. To reduce this aspect ratio without having to use a thinner Si
wafer, small areas that correspond to the location of only the 8 µm and 20 µm wide features
on the topside of the Si wafer are thinned by etching in those areas from the backside of
the wafer first.
A processing diagram for creating the cell cavity electrode microstencil by using both
topside and backside processing and depositing the metal is shown in Figure 29. First, a
2.5 µm thick layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) is deposited onto the topside of the Si wafer in
a Unaxis plasma enhanced chemical vapor depositor (PECVD). Next, NR4-8000 negative
photoresist (Futurrex, Inc.) is spun onto the backside of the Si wafer at 2500 RPM for
5 seconds, which results in a 20 µm thick layer of photoresist. The photoresist is then
defined using a light-field mask containing small rectangles. The photoresist is exposed to
UV radiation on an MA-6 Mask Aligner (Karl Suss) at a dose of 1080 mJ
cm2
and then developed
in RD6 for 165 seconds. The positions of the rectangles correspond to the locations of the
8 µm and 20 µm wide features that are to be patterned on the topside of the Si wafer.
Figure 30 is an AutoCAD image that shows the placement of these rectangles with respect
to the cell cavity electrodes for a four-electrode and a two-electrode configuration portion
of the microstencil. The wafer is next placed in a Plasma-Therm ICP RIE and etched using
the Bosch process. Approximately 270 µm of the 350 µm thick Si wafer is etched through
in the rectangles defined by the photoresist. Then, the NR4-8000 is removed in acetone,
and the topside of the wafer is patterned. NR4-8000 is spun onto the topside of the Si
wafer at 3000 RPM for 40 seconds, which results in an 8 µm thick layer of photoresist. The
photoresist for the topside of the wafer does not have to be as thick as that used on the
backside of the wafer since the SiO2 layer will act as the silicon etch mask as opposed to the
photoresist. The cell cavity electrode pattern is defined on the topside of the wafer using a
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Figure 28: The features for the cavity electrode microstencil span the area of a 3 inch
silicon wafer. This microstencil can be used to pattern the metal traces onto four separate
microfluidic systems at one time. The traces are 8 µm wide, 20 µm wide, and 100 µm wide at
various stages along their length and terminate at 500 µm wide contact pads. Each analysis
cavity interfaces with either two or four electrodes. (A) The first version of the microfluidic
system has 16 analysis cavities for each device. Inset: A close-up of the location around
a single analysis cavity with four electrodes. (B) Versions 2, 3, and 4 of the microfluidic
system have 8 analysis cavities. Inset: A close-up of the location around a single analysis
cavity with two electrodes.
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Figure 29: The cavity electrode microstencil goes through both topside and backside pro-
cessing to achieve high aspect ratio features (greater than 40:1). The BOSCH process is
used to obtain straight sidewalls during etching. During metal deposition, the microstencil
is mounted resist-side down on top of the substrate to achieve sharper edges in the patterns.
light-field mask by using backside alignment of the electrode pattern to the rectangle pattern
previously etched into the backside of the wafer. The backside alignment and photoresist
exposure to UV radiation is performed in a MA-6 Mask Aligner at a dose of 168 mJ
cm2
.
The photoresist is then developed in RD6 for 120 seconds. The wafer is again placed in a
Plasma-Therm ICP RIE, and first the 2.5 µm thick layer of SiO2 is etched through using
an oxygen plasma. Then the cell cavity electrode pattern is completely etched through the
Si wafer using the Bosch process.
Once etching is complete, the microstencil is mounted resist-side down on top of the
Kapton R© sheet. The microstencil and the Kapton R© must be aligned such that the elec-
trodes will accurately meet up to the analysis cavities. To perform this alignment, the
microstencil is placed in a holder as shown in Figure 31. The holder contains a recessed
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Figure 30: The rectangles patterned onto the backside of the wafer and etched part way
through the silicon are positioned such that they are aligned with the smaller features to
be patterned on the topside of the wafer.
grove for the microstencil such that the sheet of Kapton R© can be placed on top and be
held flush to both the holder and the microstencil. The Kapton R© is taped to a glass plate
and placed on top of the microstencil. With the aid of a microscope, the glass plate is
moved around until the analysis cavities patterned into the Kapton R© sheet are aligned to
the microstencil. The glass plate and holder are then clipped together using two medium-
sized binder clips. The entire apparatus is then placed into a CVC E-beam evaporator
such that the microstencil remains facing down. Evaporation, as opposed to sputtering, is
a directional metal deposition technique and is required to produce the small metal traces
for the cavity electrodes. First, 1000 Ȧ of titanium (Ti) is evaporated. The Ti acts as an
adhesion promoter between the Kapton R© and the Au. Then, 2000 Ȧ of Au is evaporated.
After metal deposition, the Kapton R© is moved off of the microstencil, and the metal traces
remain on the Kapton R© sheet. The microstencil can now be used again to pattern the
cavity electrodes onto additional sheets of Kapton R©.
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Figure 31: (A) The base structure is a molded polymer. (B) It contains a recessed grove
for the microstencil. (C) The substrate is taped down to a glass plate. (D) The glass
plate is turned upside down so that the side with the substrate on it is held against the
microstencil. The patterned substrate is hand-aligned to the features in the microstencil
using a microscope. Once aligned, the glass plate and base structure are clipped together.
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3.3.3 Alignment and Heat Staking of Individual Layers
Once all the Kapton R© layers for the microfluidic system have been patterned through
laser ablation and microstenciling, they are aligned and bonded together. The alignment
is performed using the large and small alignment holes that are patterned during laser
ablation. The types and number of alignment holes used varies based on which version of
the microfluidic system is being fabricated. Figure 32 shows the placement of those holes
on one of the laser ablated sheets of Kapton R© that would be used for versions three and
four of the microfluidic system. This sheet is patterned for four separate devices, one in
each quadrant. The large alignment holes are 4.7625 mm in diameter, which corresponds
to the diameter of a 3
16
inch metal post. The metal posts are used to position the Kapton R©
sheets in the overall correct location relative to one another; however, the precision in their
diameters is not sufficient for complete alignment of all the features in the microfluidic
system. To achieve greater precision, the small alignment holes, 242.2 µm in diameter, are
used. Fiber optic strands, specified at 240 µm in diameter with a standard deviation of
±0.52 µm, are threaded through the small alignment holes on each of the six Kapton R©
layers. The alignment is performed on a stainless steel plate, Figure 33, which contains
holes for all the alignment posts and is used during the heat staking process. The plate is
designed to hold four separate microfluidic systems at one time, one in each quadrant.
The alignment process begins by cleaning all the layers of Kapton R© in an ultrasonic
bath (Boekel Scientific Inc.). This removes any residue from the laser ablation process.
The layers are then dried with nitrogen. The base layer of the microfluidic system is
placed on the stainless steel plate, and all the alignment posts are threaded through their
corresponding holes. Each subsequent layer is then positioned on top of the stack by lining
up the alignment holes and posts and pushing the Kapton R© layer down until it is flush
with the previous layer. Alignment is verified after each layer is added by visual inspection
using a microscope. In versions one and two of the microfluidic system, when only the large
alignment features are used, additional adjustments are made to each layer by hand to aid
in alignment. When alignment of a particular layer is deemed sufficient, a small piece of
Kapton R© tape (DuPont) is applied to keep it in place. In versions three and four of the
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Figure 32: For a single microfluidic system, seven small alignment holes and two large
alignment holes are laser ablated into each layer of Kapton R©.
Figure 33: The plates used for aligning and heat staking the multiple layers of the microflu-
idic system contain holes for the large and small alignment pins. The plates are designed
to hold four separate microfluidic systems at one time, one in each quadrant.
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Figure 34: After all the individual layers have been aligned, the top plate is positioned on
top using the large alignment holes and pins as guides.
Figure 35: The heat press is run at 350◦C for 60 minutes in a vacuum sealed chamber at
an applied pressure of 1.65 MPa.
microfluidic system, when both large and small alignment features are used, no additional
adjustments by hand are made nor is any Kapton R© tape used.
After alignment of the entire stack is verified, another stainless steel plate, with cor-
responding alignment holes, is situated on top of the first plate, Figure 34. Each plate is
5 inches square and 0.375 inches thick. The inside faces of each plate are polished to a
surface roughness of 4 µm to ensure that bonding occurs evenly over the entire microflu-
idic system. The plates are then placed in a compression molding press (Vantage Series,
Wabash MPI.), Figure 35, and 1.65 MPa of pressure is applied at a temperature of 350◦C
for 60 minutes. The heat staking process is run in a vacuum sealed chamber to reduce the
formation of voids between the Kapton R© layers.
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Figure 36: After heat staking, the six Kapton R© layers now form a freestanding, multi-layer
structure, which can now be packaged.
3.3.4 Packaging of Fluidic and Electrical Connections
After the heat staking process, the six Kapton R© layers now form a freestanding, multi-layer
structure, as shown in Figure 36. At this point, wires and tubing need to be attached to
the contact pads and inlet / outlet ports. Additionally, a containment well for the solution
of cells that are to be placed on top of the array of analysis cavities needs to be fabricated
and attached to the microfluidic system.
The containment well is made with a polymer resin that is shaped using a laser that cures
the resin at specified locations, a process known as stereolithography (SLA). To fabricate
the SLA part, first a 3D rendering of the part is designed in SolidEdge, a 3D computer
aided design software package. The part file, .par, is then converted into an .stl file, which
is the file type used by the Viper Stereolithography System (3D Systems, Valencia, CA).
The Viper software, Lightyear, converts the .stl file into the information required by the
SLA system that determines where to fire the laser. After the part is formed in the SLA
system, it is cured in a UV oven for one hour.
Different versions of the design for the containment well exist based on how the fabrica-
tion and testing of the microfluidic system progressed. The first version of the containment
well has four 1 mm thick walls with inner dimensions of 10.5 mm by 9.5 mm that fits around
the array of analysis cavities. With this version, tubing used to access the inlet and outlet
ports are connected perpendicular to the surface of the microfluidic system using plastic
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Figure 37: The first containment well is a simple four-walled structure simply used to
contain a solution of cells on top of the array of analysis sites. Inset: Actual SLA part.
ferrules (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA). Figure 37 shows the 3D schematic of the
containment well and the resulting SLA part. This design is sufficient for isolating the fluid
solution on top of the array of cavities and for providing access to the inlet and outlet ports
without leaking. However, when viewing the array of cavities with an upright microscope,
the tubing coming up from the inlet and outlet ports obstructs the microscope objectives.
Therefore, not all of the cavities are viewable. The second version of the containment well
addresses this problem by including channels that provide access to the inlet and outlet
ports in the SLA part itself, Figure 38. These channels allow the tubing that access the
inlet and outlet ports to remain parallel to the surface of the microfluidic system. The third
version of the containment well is defined for the fourth design of the microfluidic system
only. These containment wells also provide access to the inlet and outlet ports, but since
they are designed for the microfluidic system with four independent fluidic channels, they
provide access to four sets of inlet and outlet ports, Figure 39.
The containment well and microfluidic system are aligned by hand with the aid of a
microscope. Both parts are transparent, and therefore, it is possible to see the inlet and
outlet ports through the containment well and vice versa. Once they are aligned, they are
held in place with binder clips and bonded together with a two-part epoxy. The tubing for
the inlet and outlet ports is Teflon R© FEP (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) with an
inner diameter of 0.03 inches and an outer diameter of 0.0625 inches. The tubing is slid into
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Figure 38: The second containment well included channels that provided access to the inlet
and outlet ports. This part allowed tubing connected to the microfluidic system to remain
parallel to the device itself, which is necessary for using a microscope with the system. Both
a top and bottom 3D-view are shown. Inset: Actual SLA part.
Figure 39: The third containment well is designed for the fourth version of the microfluidic
system: four independent fluidic channels each with and inlet and an outlet port. Both a
top and bottom 3D-view are shown. Inset: Actual SLA part.
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the channels in the SLA part and sealed into place also with two-part epoxy. The wires for
the analysis cavity electrodes and the fluidic channel electrodes are electrically connected to
the exposed contact pads with silver paste (SPI Supplies) and then covered with two-part
epoxy to hold them in place and to provide electrical isolation. After the epoxy is applied




EXPERIMENTAL METHODS USED FOR STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS AND DATA COLLECTION
Ensuring device functionality is a critical part of the development of any device. For this
multi-layer microfluidic system, proper functionality includes mechanical stability after fab-
rication and packaging and during normal operation and the ability to accurately perform
the intended cellular analyses. This chapter first describes the method used to verify me-
chanical stability and then explains the techniques followed for collecting impedance spec-
troscopy data and giga-seal measurements.
4.1 Monitoring Structural Stability During Flow through
the Microchannel
As is discussed in Chapter 2, normal operation of the multi-layer microfluidic system involves
filling the microchannel with a cell buffer solution prior to dispensing the solution of cells on
top of the array of cell cavities. The limit of how much pressure can be applied to the fluid
flowing through the channel before the device fails is determined by pushing fluid into the
channel through the inlet port at a specified rate while measuring the pressure at that inlet
port. Visual inspection of the channel during this test is also used to verify the formation
or absence of leaks.
To measure the pressure seen at the inlet to the channel in the microfluidic system while
applying a steady flow rate to the fluid being pushed through the channel, the experimental
setup shown in Figure 40 is used. First, a syringe (Becton, Dickinson and Company, San
Jose, CA) filled with 10 mL of de-ionized (DI) water is placed in a syringe pump (KD
Scientific, Holliston, MA) that will be used to control the applied volumetric flow rate.
Teflon R© FEP tubing (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA), with an inner diameter of
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Figure 40: This experimental setup allows the pressure at the inlet of the microfluidic
channel to be measured using a pressure transducer located in-line with the syringe / syringe
pump and microfluidic channel. The output of the transducer is a voltage that corresponds
to the induced pressure. This signal is measured by a multimeter and then read-in by a
computer running a LabView program. Inset: A picture of the syringe, pressure transducer,
and microfluidic system.
0.03 inches, is attached to the syringe through a luer-lok connector. A tee-connector (Up-
church Scientific) is used to interface this tubing and the tubing already attached to the
inlet of the packaged microfluidic system. The third outlet of the T-connector leads to the
pressure transducer (PX182-015GI, OMEGA Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT). The pres-
sure transducer is powered with a DC power supply (E3611A, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,
CA) set at 10 V, and its output voltage, which corresponds to the pressure seen at the
inlet, is measured with a digital multimeter (3458A, Agilent, Palo Alto, CA). A computer
is connected to the multimeter and uses a LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX)
program to record the voltage and convert it into the corresponding pressure value.
The testing begins by running the LabView program, which starts collecting the voltage
measured by the pressure transducer. Then, the flow rate is set on the syringe pump, and
the flow is turned on. An increase in pressure at the inlet to the channel, as shown by the
software, occurs until the pressure reaches a steady state value. This steady state value,
as well as the applied flow rate, is recorded. The flow rate on the syringe pump is then
increased to the next value of interest. Again, the pressure will increase and eventually
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reach steady state. This process is continued until steady state pressures are recorded over




are used for this analysis.
In addition to collecting pressure vs. flow rate data, visual inspection of the microflu-
idic system during this test is also used to detect any possible leaks. Since the device is
transparent, it is possible to focus on every layer using a microscope. Therefore, it is also
possible to see fluid flow throughout the channel; and if the layers delaminate, it is possible
to see fluid leak between the layers.
4.2 Techniques Used for Data Collection with the Microsys-
tem
As part of the validation of the developed multi-layer microfluidic system, the device was
used to collect impedance spectroscopy data on dissociated cells and tissue samples and
to perform giga-seal tests with fluorescently-labeled 1 µm and 10 µm diameter polystyrene
microbeads (Bangs Laboratories Inc.) and dissociated cells. The dissociated cells and tissue
samples were derived from squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) and
were obtained from the laboratories of Dr. Georgia Chen and Dr. Doug Shin at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia. The protocols for the maintenance and preparation of the
samples are described in Appendix A.
4.2.1 Impedance Spectroscopy Analysis
Impedance spectroscopy measurements are collected on air, DI water, PBS, dissociated
cells, and tissue samples using three of the developed microfluidic systems (devices A, B,
and C). Devices A and B are both from the third design version discussed in Chapter 2:
eight, large-diameter (240 µm) cavities, large and small alignment features, and a single
fluidic channel. Device C is from the fourth design version, which is the same as version
three except that there are four separate fluidic channels, each with access to two cavities.
Data is collected using all eight cavities on each device.
The two types of dissociated cells used are 686LN and 686LN-M4e, which were rep-
resentative human head and neck cancer cells at different progression stages. The 686LN
cells metastasize poorly in nude mice, while the 686LN-M4e cells, which were selected from
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the 686LN cells through an orthotopic animal model, are highly metastatic. As part of
maintaining the dissociated cells, a cell passage is performed every four days; within these
four days, the cells will proliferate and double in number, and therefore at the end of the
four days, half of the dissociated cells are removed from the culture. It is known that cell
properties will change after a certain number of passages, therefore for both these cell types,
data is collected once at each passage from passage four through passage ten.
Unlike dissociated cells, tissue samples cannot be maintained for long periods of time
without placing them in cryopreservation. Therefore, data is collected on fresh tissue sam-
ples within 24 hours of receiving them or on frozen samples within a few hours of thawing.
The tissue samples are obtained from sections of human tumors grown in mice and sur-
gically removed as part of a research project at Emory University. The research involves
injecting cells from a human head and neck cancer cell line (KB-3-1) into specified locations
on the mice and letting one group of the tumors grow without any medical interference (the
control group) and the other groups grow while treating them with different drugs. The
tissue samples used in this research for testing the microfluidic system included one fresh
control sample and one fresh treated sample.
Before placing the cells or tissue samples onto the device for testing, some preparation
of the device itself is performed. First, a 3 mL syringe with a luer-lok fitting (Becton,
Dickinson and Company) is filled with deionized (DI) water or phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). One end of a piece of flexible silicone tubing (Helix Medical, Inc., inner diameter of
0.04 inches and outer diameter of 0.085 inches) is connected to the syringe using a luer-lok
adaptor (Becton, Dickinson and Company), and the other end fits snugly over the end of
the tubing leading to the inlet port on the device, thus allowing the microchannel to be
filled with the solution, Figure 41. The containment well surrounding the analysis cavities
is then filled with the same solution. To ensure that any air bubbles trapped inside the
via hole and / or cavity are removed, an ultrasonic bath (Boekel Scientific Inc.) is used.
The portion of the device with the cavities is submerged for no more than 5 seconds into
a pool of the same solution in a container floating in the bath. Visual inspection under a
microscope is used to verify the absence of any air bubbles. The ultrasonic bath is used
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Figure 41: In preparation for running impedance spectroscopy experiments, the microfluidic
channel is filled with a buffer solution. (A) Tubing connected to the outlet of the channel
is left open while tubing at the inlet is attached to a syringe using larger diameter flexible
tubing. (B) A close-up of the system shows the placement of the SLA containment well
around the array of analysis cavities.
repeatedly until all air bubbles have been removed.
Once the device has been prepared, it is placed onto the stage of a microscope, and the
wires bonded to the contact pads on the device are connected to an impedance analyzer
(4294A, Agilent Technologies Inc., USA). The impedance analyzer is connected to a com-
puter running a LabView program (Appendix B) that automatically collects and saves the
magnitude and phase measurements based on user inputs and prompts. Data is collected
over the frequency range of 40 Hz to 10 MHz at 800 data points based on a linear and
logarithmic distribution within that range. Point averaging at four measurements per data
point is also used. The microscope is fitted with a camera that sends a video image to the
computer. The video is displayed through Measurement and Automation Explorer software
(National Instruments), which is used to save .png image files. Figure 42 shows the testing
setup.
The devices to be used for impedance spectroscopy analysis are first characterized with
air, DI water, and PBS in the analysis cavities before collecting measurements on the
dissociated cells or tissue samples. For the biological testing, additional preparation of the
device takes place. When dispensing the dissociated cells or the tissue samples onto the
device, a great amount of control is required so that the sample ends up in the cavity of
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Figure 42: (A) For performing impedance spectroscopy experiments, a microscope,
impedance analyzer, and computer running data and image acquisition programs are used.
(B) The microfluidic system is positioned on the microscope stage and the wires attached
to the contact pads on the device are connected to the leads from the impedance analyzer.
interest and not floating around in the containment well. To help with the control, most of
the solution in the containment well is removed just prior to testing leaving only enough to
maintain fluid in the cavities.
For collecting impedance spectroscopy data on the dissociated cells, measurements from
only one cavity at a time are collected. To start, 1.2 µL of the cell suspension is dispensed
from a pipette into the cavity of interest. The microscope is used to verify that the cavity
is filled with the cell suspension. If the cavity is not full, manual manipulation of the
dispensed solution is used to move the cells into position or another 1.2 µL of the cell
suspension is dispensed. Once the cavity is filled, the LabView program controlling the
impedance analyzer is run, and an image of the filled cavity is captured. Figure 43 shows
a cavity filled with only PBS and a cavity filled with the cell suspension. This procedure is
repeated for all the cavities and devices under investigation.
The procedure for collecting impedance spectroscopy data on the tissue samples is the
same except for the placement of the tissue sample into the cavity. For the tissue samples,
a blunt-end 30-gauge needle with an inner diameter of 152.4 µm and outer diameter of
300 µm (Small Parts, Inc.) is used to isolate a small section of the tissue sample. The same
needle is then used to place the small section of tissue into the cavity of interest. To ensure
that the sample does not dry up during the data collection, 2 µL of the solution in which
the tissue sample is maintained is dispensed on top of the tissue while in the cavity. Then,
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Figure 43: Impedance measurements are collected and an image of the analyzed cavity is
captured once it is verified that the cells are in the cavity. (A) Prior to dispensing the cells,
the analysis cavity is filled with PBS. (B) Data is collected once the analysis cavity contains
a cluster of cells.
as with the dissociated cells, the LabView program is run and an image is captured, and
the procedure is repeated for all the cavities and devices under investigation.
After all the cavities in one device have been tested with either dissociated cells or
tissue samples, the containment well is filled with Trypsin (0.05%, Mediatech, Inc.), which
is an enzyme that breaks down protein and therefore aids in the release of any biological
material from the device if it has adhered to the surface. The portion of the device with the
cavities is then submerged for no more than 5 seconds into a pool of DI water in a container
floating in an ultrasonic bath. The device is then inspected under a microscope to verify
the absence of any cell or tissue debris, and the bath is used repeatedly until all debris has
been removed.
4.2.2 Giga-seal Testing
Giga-seal testing is performed with fluorescently-labeled 1 µm and 10 µm diameter polystyrene
microbeads and dissociated cells using four of the developed microfluidic systems (D, E, F,
and G). These microsystems are all from the fourth design version discussed in Chapter 2:
eight, large-diameter (240 µm) cavities, large and small alignment features, and four sepa-
rate fluidic channels each with access to two cavities. Testing is done on all eight cavities on
each device. Unlike with the impedance spectroscopy analysis, only one of the dissociated
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Figure 44: In preparation for collecting giga-seal measurements, the microfluidic channel
is filled with a buffer solution. (A) This device contains four independent microfluidic
channels, and therefore requires tubing and syringes to be attached at all four inlet ports.
(B) A close-up of the system shows the placement of the SLA containment well around the
array of analysis cavities.
cell types (686LN-M4e) is used for the giga-seal tests. Additionally, this test is unconcerned
with the passage number of the cells, and therefore the cells are used at any passage number.
As with performing the impedance spectroscopy analysis, before placing the microbeads
or cells onto the device to collect giga-seal measurements, some preparation of the device
itself is performed. First, a 3 mL syringe with a luer-lok fitting (Becton, Dickinson and
Company) is filled with deionized (DI) water or phosphate buffered saline (PBS). One end
of a piece of flexible silicone tubing (Helix Medical, Inc., inner diameter of 0.04 inches and
outer diameter of 0.085 inches) is connected to the syringe using a luer-lok adaptor (Becton,
Dickinson and Company), and the other end fits snugly over the end of the tubing leading
to the inlet port on the device, thus allowing the microchannel to be filled with the solution.
For devices from versions one, two, or three of the microfluidic system, there is only one
channel, so only one syringe is connected. For devices from version four of the microfluidic
system, there are four independent channels and hence four inlet ports, so a syringe is
connected to each of the channels, Figure 44. A piece of the same flexible silicone tubing
approximately 1 inch in length is fit onto the tubing at the outlet of the channel. This
flexible tubing is used so that the outlet can be clamped off using a binder clip during the
giga-seal tests.
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Once the device has been prepared, it is placed onto the stage of a microscope, and
the wires bonded to the contact pads on the device are connected to a digital multimeter
(3458A, Agilent Technologies Inc., USA). The digital multimeter is connected to a com-
puter running a LabView program (Appendix C) that automatically collects and saves the
impedance between the cavity electrode and the fluidic channel electrode. The impedance
is continuously displayed on the screen on a graph plotting impedance vs. time. The micro-
scope is fitted with a camera that sends a video image to the computer where Image-Pro
Plus software (Media Cybernetics) saves the images as .tif files. This microscope also has
the ability to detect fluorescence, which is used for part of the giga-seal testing.
For the giga-seal testing, the containment well does not need to be filled prior to running
the experiment as was the case with the impedance spectroscopy analysis. Alternatively, to
fill the cavities, the outlet port is clamped and pressure is applied to the syringe at the inlet,
which forces fluid through the via holes and into the cavities. This procedure is verified
through the microscope.
Giga-seal measurements from only one cavity at a time are collected. The LabView
program collecting and displaying the resistance data is started prior to dispensing any
microbeads or cells onto the cavity under investigation. In this way, the resistance for a
fluid alone in the cavity, via hole, and channel as well as the change in resistance for when
a particle is pulled towards the via hole is recorded. The image software is used at any time
to record an empty cavity, particles floating around the cavity, and sequences of images
showing the manipulation of particles due to negative pressure through the via hole.
At this point, 3.0 µL of the microbead or cell suspension is dispensed from a pipette on
top of the cavity of interest. The microscope is used to verify that the microbeads or cells
are in the vicinity of the cavity, and if they are not, manual manipulation of the dispensed
solution is used or another 3.0 µL of the suspension is dispensed. For the microbeads, the
microscope is used in a fluorescent mode. Once the samples are in an appropriate location
relative to the cavity and via hole, a negative pressure is formed inside the cavity using
the syringe. After resistance data is recorded for that particular cavity and via hole, the
procedure is repeated for all cavities and devices under investigation.
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After the cavities and via holes in one device have been tested with either the microbeads
or dissociated cells, the containment well is filled with Trypsin to help release any material
that might have adhered to the surface. The containment well is then rinsed with DI water
to clean out the Trypsin and any debris, and the device is inspected under a microscope
to verify the absence of any microbeads or cell debris. Rinsing with DI water is continued
until all debris has been removed.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FABRICATION,
STRUCTURAL TESTING, AND DATA COLLECTION
The procedures and methods described in Chapters 3 and 4 were used to fabricate and test
multi-layer microfluidic systems. This chapter describes the results of using laser ablation to
pattern the Kapton R© sheets, creating microstencils and using them to pattern metal traces
onto the Kapton R© sheets, and using heat staking to bond the six patterned Kapton R© sheets
together. A completely fabricated and packaged microfluidic system is also described. The
second half of this chapter presents and discusses the results for the fluidic channel testing as
well as data that has been collected from the impedance spectroscopy analysis and giga-seal
measurements.
5.1 Fabrication Results and Discussion
5.1.1 Material Selection
As was discussed in Chapter 3, spin-on polyimides were considered for the via layer of the
microfluidic system since they could be used to produce layers that were thinner than the
50.8 µm thick Kapton R© sheets. However, the characterization results for both the PI-2555
and the PWDC-1000 were not favorable. For the dry etching of the PI-2555, the oxygen
plasma did not evenly etch the polyimide over the entire surface of the Si wafer, and some
of the smaller features were not completely etched before the mask layer had been removed
or the other features had been over-etched. Wet etching the PI-2555 in the photoresist
developer did not cleanly remove the exposed polyimide, and the smaller features again did
not come out. The PWDC-1000 did produce well patterned layers; however, they easily
tore during the release stage.
The spin-on polyimides require more processing steps than polyimides that are already
in sheet form. Additionally, the produced layers are of poor quality due to either incomplete
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patterning or ripping during releasing. Therefore, since it has been found that it is possible
to form the small diameter via holes into the 50.8 µm thick Kapton R© sheets through laser
ablation (as will be discussed later in this chapter), the thin layers made possible by using
a spin-on polyimide are no longer necessary.
Besides spin-on polyimides, other biocompatible polymers (e. g. PDMS, PMMA, and
parylene) are available with which to fabricate a microsystem for cellular analysis. For
this project, characteristics of the material other than just biocompatibility are important.
Kapton R© maintains adequate rigidity while also providing flexibility, which can aid in
fabrication and operation. Its wide operating temperature range allows a microsystem made
of Kapton R© to be used in many types of applications and environments. Since Kapton R©
is also transparent, such a microsystem can be placed into most existing laboratory setups.
Finally, the ability to pattern it with the necessary features and to bond multiple layers
of Kapton R© to each other makes it an ideal material with which to fabricate a multi-layer
microsystem.
For this microfluidic system, Kapton R© E is used for the base and top cavity layers and
Kapton R© EKJ is used for the isolation, channel, via, and bottom cavity layers (Figure 45.
At one point in the development of the fabrication process, alternating between Kapton R©
E and EKJ from layer to layer was attempted. However, this arrangement did not produce
favorable results during testing of the structural stability of the microchannel, which is
discussed in a later section of this chapter. Therefore, only devices that had Kapton R© EKJ
for all the interior layers were used for structural testing and data collection.
5.1.2 Laser Ablation
The six layers of the microfluidic system require features from a few microns to a few mil-
limeters in diameter to be defined in the Kapton R© sheets. These features include alignment
holes, inlet / outlet ports, cavity openings, via holes, and fluidic channels. Schematics show-
ing the placement of these features were presented in Figures 11, 12, 13,and 14 in Chapter
2. Table 1 lists all the layers of the microfluidic system, the features patterned into each
of those layers, and the dimensions of those features. Based on these requirements and the
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Figure 45: Kapton R© E is used for the top and bottom layers (Base and Top Cavity) of the
microfluidic system while Kapton R© EKJ is used for all interior layers.
characteristics of the excimer and CO2 laser systems described earlier in Section 3.3.1, the
excimer laser can be used to pattern any of the layers; but due to the limited beam spot
sizes available, the CO2 laser can only be used to pattern the base, isolation, and channel
layers.
Before patterning the Kapton R© sheets with the excimer laser, characterization tests
were run on 50.8 µm thick Kapton R© E and EKJ sheets to determine the appropriate
ablation parameters. The LPX200 laser exhibits stable performance at energy levels from
150 mJ to 300 mJ and at operating frequencies of 60 Hz and 100 Hz. Metal projection
masks with diameters ranging from 70 µm to 2.4 mm were readily available, therefore a
demagnification of 10 was used to achieve the various beam spot sizes for the required
features. The characterization was performed under the following conditions: laser energy
from 90 mJ to 400 mJ, pulse frequency of either 60 Hz or 100 Hz, optical demagnification
of 10, attenuation from 30% to 95% transmission, 70 to 400 pulses for a single point,
and projection mask diameters of 2.4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, 200 µm, 100 µm, and 70 µm.
For the various projections masks, this showed sufficient ablation at 250 mJ, 60 Hz, 75%
transmission, and from 100 to 140 pulses. Table 2 lists the ablation parameters used for
the various features on each layer in the microfluidic system. On average, 100 to 120 pulses
are required to pattern features from 4 µm to 250 µm in diameter into the 50.8 µm thick







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 46: The excimer laser can be used to ablate any of the features in the microfluidic
system. This laser produces smooth lines with minimal thermal damage.
Figure 47: The CO2 laser can be used to ablate features greater than 160 µm in diameter:
large and small alignment holes, large-diameter analysis cavities, fluidic channels, electrode
access holes, and inlet / outlet ports. This laser produces rough edges as compared to the
excimer laser due to thermal effects.
Characterization was also performed with the CO2 laser system prior to patterning the
Kapton R© sheets. This process was simply done by varying the power level and speed on a
50.8 µm thick sheet of Kapton R© while maintaining a minimum beam spot size of 160 µm.
Characterization showed that sufficient ablation occurred at 10% power and 15% speed.
Results of the CO2 laser ablation process on the base, isolation, and channel layers are
shown in Figure 47.
Besides the fact that the CO2 laser beam cannot be physically masked, thus limiting
the minimum beam spot size to 160 µm, another issue that deems the excimer laser system
superior is surface roughness of the ablated regions of Kapton R©. As seen in Figure 48, the
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Figure 48: Both the excimer and the CO2 lasers can produce 400 µm wide trenches. Due
to thermal effects, the CO2 laser leaves behind edges that are much more rough than with
the excimer laser. However, the CO2 laser is much faster. For features where size and
topography are not critical, rough surfaces are an acceptable trade-off to speed.
excimer laser system leaves much smoother edges on the ablated features than the CO2 laser
system. The difference in surface roughness is due to the different methods the excimer laser
and the CO2 laser use to remove material. With an excimer laser, the energy in the laser is
used to break the bonds in the polymer chains, and the force of the impact actually pushes
the material out of that region [10]. With a CO2 laser, a thermal process is responsible for
the degradation of the material in that region [70]. Therefore, thermal damage will occur
in the ablation region, and a rougher edge will remain. For the larger features, which the
CO2 laser would be used to pattern, size and topography are not critical, and therefore,
the edges of the ablated features do not have to be completely smooth. In addition, as was
mentioned previously, the CO2 laser system is much faster than the excimer laser system.
For example, a 4 mm diameter hole ablated into a sheet of Kapton R© takes 90 seconds on
the excimer laser with a 240 µm diameter beam, whereas it only takes 3 seconds on the CO2
laser. Therefore, for larger features, greater than 160 µm, where the size and topography
are not critical, rough surfaces are an acceptable trade-off to speed.
An issue with any laser system during ablation is the attenuation of the energy den-
sity through the thickness of the substrate material. In a 50.8 µm thick Kapton R© sheet,
this causes the exit opening to have a smaller diameter than the entrance opening. This
occurrence can be seen in Figure 49 in which the entrance to the laser ablated holes are
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Figure 49: The energy density of a laser attenuates through the thickness of a substrate
material. This causes a tapering effect: the entrance hole is larger than the exit hole. The
main image shows a 20 µm diameter feature on the topside of the substrate. The inset
shows that same hole from the backside of the substrate, and it’s diameter has shrunk to
10 µm.
20 µm at their widest points while the exit hole is only 10 µm at its widest point. Further
examples of this taper can be found in Crafer et al. [28]. For the small-diameter analysis site
openings and the via holes, the diameters are critical. Therefore, this attenuation has been
taken into consideration when setting the ablation parameters. Acceptable feature sizes are
obtained by basing the beam spot size on the diameter of the exit opening that would be
achieved. As shown earlier in Table 2, beam spot sizes of 200 µm and 70 µm were used
to form the small diameter analysis cavity holes and the via holes respectively. Due to the
tapering, these settings formed 15 µm diameter and 4 µm diameter holes on the backsides
of the sheets of Kapton R©, which are the target sizes of the aforementioned features.
5.1.3 Microstenciling
For the fluidic channel electrodes, the metals that are to be deposited were initially deter-
mined such that these electrodes would comply with the protocol that is used in conventional
patch-clamp experiments, which is silver (Ag) with a silver chloride (AgCl) coating. Based
on common MEMS fabrication techniques, to promote adhesion between the Kapton R© and
the Ag, a thin adhesion layer, such as chromium (Cr), needs to be deposited before the
Ag [56,99]. After metalization, the patterned Kapton R© sheets undergo a high temperature
bonding process. During fabrication, it was found that the simple Cr / Ag layers did not
handle the high temperature process well, and they became poor conductors. In fact, before
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Figure 50: The holder used to align the fluidic channel electrode microstencil to the
Kapton R© sheet uses only large alignment holes and pins, and therefore may not provide
perfect alignment during metal deposition. However, since the alignment of the fluidic
channel electrode to any overlaying features in not critical, the amount of mis-alignment is
acceptable.
pressing, the traces had an average resistance of 35.46 Ω, and after pressing a resistance
from one end of the trace to the other end would not register on a hand-held multi-meter.
Therefore, an additional metal that could handle high temperatures better, platinum (Pt),
was added between the Cr and Ag. After pressing, the Cr / Pt / Ag traces had an average
resistance of 31.4 Ω.
The placement of the fluidic channel electrodes onto the base layer of the microfluidic
system is not critical. The traces are located at the bottom of the fluidic channel, and
therefore only need to be under the analysis cavity and not in contact with any specific
feature. The holder used to keep the Kapton R© sheet and microstencil together during metal
deposition provides sufficient alignment with 4.7625 mm pins. Based on measurements made
on more than 10 fabricated microsystems, the fluidic channel electrode and the via hole are
off-center from each other by an average of only 69.8 µm, which is sufficient for collecting
giga-seal measurements (Figure 50). Figure 51 shows a fluidic channel electrode microstencil
and the resulting metalized Kapton R© sheet. A single microstencil has been used over 10
times without any statistically significant changes in the resulting metal traces.
To create the cell cavity electrode microstencil, rather than having to process from both
sides of the Si wafer, a thinner wafer could have been used. Previous attempts used 150 µm
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Figure 51: (A) The fluidic channel electrode microstencil is fabricated out of a 4 inch silicon
wafer, which can be used to pattern sheets of Kapton R© for four microfluidic systems at
one time. (B) It contains features as small as 100 µm wide that connect to 500 µm wide
features at the edge of the wafer. (C) A single microstencil has been used to pattern the
fluidic channel electrodes onto sheets of Kapton R© over 10 times without any statistically
significant changes in the resulting metal traces.
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thick Si wafers and only etched features from one side of the wafer. However, this procedure
was difficult to complete without breaking the wafers. This had two causes. First, a 150 µm
thick wafer is fragile and can easily break during normal handling. Second, the patterns that
were being etched into the wafer were complex and took up most of the surface area of the
wafer. After the etching process, some parts of the wafer were only connected by a 100 µm
wide section of silicon. These sections were mechanically weaker on the thinner wafers than
the 350 µm thick wafers and tended to break easily. So even if the wafer survived its own
fabrication, the microstencil easily broke during the fabrication of the microfluidic systems.
Therefore, the benefit of being able to pattern multiple sheets of Kapton R© with a single
microstencil no longer existed. The 350 µm thick microstencils that go through both topside
and backside processing are more durable and can therefore be used in the patterning of
multiple sheets of Kapton R©.
The trenches etched into the analysis cavity electrode microstencil must line up to the
analysis cavities ablated into the Kapton R© sheet. Since this alignment is performed by
hand, a microscope is used to verify alignment prior to clamping the glass plate and mi-
crostencil holder together as was described in Section 3.3.2. With the first version of the
microfluidic system, with 15 µm diameter analysis cavities, alignment was poor (Figure 52).
By increasing the analysis cavity diameter to 240 µm, alignment was much easier to obtain,
as shown by some later samples in Figure 53. An intermediate analysis cavity diameter,
100 µm, was also attempted. These features were also easily aligned by hand, however,
since the microstencil and Kapton R© sheet were not in perfect contact during metal evap-
oration, the metal traces shorted around the smaller diameter opening. Since the 240 µm
diameter cavities provided the most success with alignment without resulting in shorting
the electrodes together, this cavity size was used in the microfluidic systems used for all
data collection. Figure 54 shows a cavity electrode microstencil and the resulting metalized
Kapton R© sheet. A single cavity electrode microstencil has been used to repeatedly pattern
over 15 Kapton R© sheets without any statistically significant changes in the resulting metal
traces.
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Figure 52: Since the alignment of the cavity electrode microstencil and laser ablated
Kapton R© sheet is performed by hand, a certain amount of mis-alignment is possible. This
mis-alignment was substantial enough with the small-diameter analysis cavities (15 µm)
that the metalized layers would be unusable for microfluidic system testing.
Figure 53: With a large diameter analysis cavity (240 µm), repeatable and acceptable
alignment between the cavity electrode microstencil and the laser ablated Kapton R© sheet
was possible to perform by hand.
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Figure 54: (A) The cavity electrode microstencil is fabricated out of a 3 inch silicon wafer,
which can be used to pattern sheets of Kapton R© for four microfluidic systems at one
time. Due to both backside and topside processing, it contains features as small as 8 µm
wide. Inset: An scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the 8 µm, 20 µm, and 100 µm
wide features. (B) A single microstencil has been used to pattern the cavity electrodes
onto sheets of Kapton R© over 15 times without any statistically significant changes in the
resulting metal traces. (C) A close up of the smallest etched feature in the microstencil
shows the final actual size is around 6 µm. (D) A close up of the resulting metal trace
onto a sheet of Kapton R© shows the actual size is around 10 µm. This spreading is due to
imperfect contact between the microstencil and the Kapton R© during metal deposition.
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5.1.4 Alignment and Heat Staking
The most critical parts of the microfluidic system that need to be aligned from layer to
layer are the analysis cavities and the via holes. The cavities are formed by the bottom
cavity layer and the top cavity layer. The electrodes are patterned on the bottom cavity
layer such that they end up between the two cavity layers. For the system to function as
designed, the two layers that make up the cavity must be aligned and the via hole must be
aligned such that it is within the footprint of the cavity.
In versions one and two of the microfluidic system, only the large alignment holes and
posts were used. Initially, with the small-diameter analysis cavities, the precision in align-
ment was not satisfactory, and the two layers of the analysis cavity and the via hole did
not line up well, Figure 55. In version two, with the large-diameter cell cavities, the layers
still were not well aligned, but the larger features provided sufficient overlap such that the
device could still function as intended. On average the features were 50 µm off, as shown
in Figure 56. The introduction of the small alignment holes and posts in versions three
and four of the microfluidic system enabled highly accurate alignment without any need
for adjustments of any layer to be made by hand. After heat staking, the displacement be-
tween features was measured to be an average of 6.4 µm off. A sequence of images showing
the progression of stacking all six layers together using both the large and small alignment
features is shown in Figure 57.
After heat staking, visual inspection of the microfluidic system through a microscope
confirmed that the high temperature and pressure process did not cause any damage to or
deformation of the features that had been laser ablated. Figure 58 shows images of a multi-
layer system after heat staking. The layers also seemed to be adequately bonded together,
however further investigation of the quality of the bond is discussed in Section 5.2 as part
of the testing of the structural stability of the microchannel. Voids between layers where
bonding did not occur could be detected visually. The use of the vacuum chamber and the
polished stainless steel plates during heat staking reduced the formation of voids. As was
discussed in the previous section, the heat staking process did have an effect on the metal
traces. The Cr / Ag combination used for the fluidic channel electrodes did not maintain
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Figure 55: In design version 1 of the microfluidic system, small-diameter analysis cavities
and large-diameter alignment features were used. This combination produced insufficient
alignment between the top and bottom cavity layers and the via layer in the final bonded
system.
Figure 56: In design version 2 of the microfluidic system, large-diameter analysis cavities
and large-diameter alignment features were used. Although some mis-alignment is still
present, this combination produced sufficient overlap between the top and bottom cavity
layers and the via layer in the final bonded system.
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Figure 57: These images show the alignment achieved when stacking each of the layers of
the microfluidic system on top of one another prior to heat staking when using the small-
diameter alignment features. No additional alignment by hand is made. (A) The base layer
alone. (B) Plus isolation layer. (C) Plus channel layer. (D) Plus via layer. (E) Plus bottom
cavity layer. (F) Plus Top cavity layer. Insets show position of via hole within the analysis
cavity.
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its conductivity after heat staking. This problem was rectified by adding a Pt layer between
the Cr and Ag.
5.1.5 Packaging
Figure 59 shows pictures of microfluidic systems packaged with the different SLA parts and
with the electrical wires bonded to the contact pads. Careful application of the epoxy had
to take place so that no leaks formed around the containment well or between the well
and the inlet and outlet ports and so that the inlet and outlet ports and the cavities were
not blocked. After the packaged devices had set aside for 24 hours, leaks were detected
by placing fluid into the containment well and by sending it through the channels. By
monitoring this process through a microscope, the locations of the leaks were determined.
If a leak was found, the microfluidic system was emptied of all fluid and allowed to dry. The
leaks were then covered with additional epoxy. This process was repeated until all leaks
had been sealed.
5.2 Microchannel Stability Results and Discussion
During heat staking, due to the properties of Kapton R© EKJ, as was discussed in Chapter 3,
the polyimide adhesive film on either side of this material bonds to its neighboring material.
In some of the microfluidic systems, Kapton R© E and EKJ were alternated from layer to layer
and Kapton R© E was used for the top and bottom layers. In other systems, Kapton R© E was
only used for the top and bottom layers while Kapton R© EKJ was used for all the interior
layers. During fluidic testing of all the systems, it was found that those with Kapton R©
E as an interior layer were more susceptible to delaminating and forming leaks at some of
the locations where fluid came into contact with the Kapton R© E and EKJ boundaries. In
contrast, those systems with Kapton R© EKJ for all the interior layers did not delaminate
nor form leaks during fluidic testing. Therefore, only those systems with Kapton R© EKJ
for all the interior layers were used for the more rigorous test on the microchannel that
measured the pressure at the inlet vs. the applied flow rate.
For this test, only the single-channel versions of the microfluidic system (versions one,
two, and three) were used. On average, the channel in these versions is 50.8 µm deep,
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Figure 58: (A) A topside view shows four microfluidic systems (one in each quadrant) that
have been aligned and heat staked at the same time. The gold metal traces and contact
pads can easily be seen. (B) A backside view of the same systems highlights the silver
metal traces. (C) In this single microfluidic system, the metal contact pads, microfluidic
channel, inlet / outlet ports, and even one of the small alignment holes can be seen. (D)
This closeup of a single small-diameter analysis cavity shows that the heat staking process
did not damage the laser ablated features or the metal traces. (E) Using topside lighting,
the alignment of the large-diameter analysis cavity and the via hole post-bonding is verified.
(F) With backside lighting, the alignment of the fluidic channel and cavity electrodes and
the microfluidic channel to the large-diameter analysis cavities is also verified.
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Figure 59: As part of the packaging process, the containment well is attached and wires
are electrically connected to the contact pads. (A) and (B) show microfluidic systems
with containment wells that provide access to a single microfluidic channel and ports for
attaching tubing to the inlet and outlet. (C) This microfluidic system is packaged with a
containment well that provides access to four independent microfluidic channels.
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) were used for this analysis. These values correspond to the flow
rates that are used during normal operation of the system. The experimentally obtained
microchannel inlet pressure vs. flow rate is shown in Figure 60. As was discussed in Section
2.2.1 as part of the structural stability analysis, the linear increase in pressure as flow rate
increases is expected due to the theories involved in fluid dynamics. The theoretical results
that were determined in Section 2.2.1 along with the experimental results are shown in
Figure 61. Since the linear nature of the experimental results does not change along the
flow rates of interest, it can be inferred that the microfluidic channel does not fail. If a leak
had formed in the channel, the pressure would have deviated from the linear response at
the higher pressures. The experimental data fits with the theoretical values within an error
of 5.4% (standard deviation of 11.4%) over the entire data range and within 2.1% (standard




. The larger error at the lower flow rates can be
attributed to the precision of the pressure transducer. The transducer is rated for pressures
from 0 to 100 psi, and below 0.5 mL
hr
, the measured pressure is around 0.1 psi. This data
along with the visual verification that no leaks were seen during testing confirms that the
bond between the Kapton R© layers is sufficient for the applications in this project.
Another value to be considered when analyzing the bond quality of the Kapton R© is
the peel strength. Peel strength indicates how much pressure is required to peel apart two
bonded surfaces by peeling one of the surfaces away from the other at either 90◦ or 180◦
angles and is given in units of force per unit width of the material. Kapton R© KJ bonded to
other types of Kapton R© has a peel strength of 6 pounds per inch (pli) [35]. The pressure
exerted on the microchannel wall correlates to using pressure to peel apart the layers that
form the microchannel. If the total length of the perimeter of the cross-section of the
microchannel is considered as the unit width of material (approximately 1100 µm), then
this corresponds to needing 138 psi of applied pressure before overcoming the peel strength
of 6 pli. From the theoretical calculations and experimental results already presented, the
maximum pressure applied to the microchannel is 2.06 psi for a flow rate of 5.5 mL
hr
. To
achieve 138 psi at the inlet of the channel, using the theory explained in Section 2.2.1, a
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Figure 60: The data collected from the experimental analysis measuring the pressure at
the inlet of the microfluidic channel due to an applied flow rate shows a linear increase in
pressure for increasing flow rates. The data does not drop off at higher flow rates, thus
indicating that the bond between the layers of Kapton R© is sufficient at these pressures and
therefore at these flow rates.
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Figure 61: From the analysis of the pressure at the inlet of the microfluidic channel, the
experimental data fits with the theoretical data within an error of 5.4%. Above a flow rate
of 0.5 mL
hr
, this error is only 2.1%.
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volumetric flow rate of 95.6 mL
hr
would have to be applied. This is much greater than any
flow rate expected to be used in the microfluidic system.
5.3 Data Collection Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Impedance Spectroscopy Data
As was discussed in Section 4.2.1, impedance spectroscopy measurements were collected
on air, DI water, PBS, two types of dissociated cells (686LN and 686LN-M4e), and tissue
samples using all eight cavities on three of the developed microfluidic systems (devices A,
B, and C). After analyzing all the collected data, it was determined that not all the cavities
in all three devices were functional. This could be seen by comparing the data collected for
air, DI water, and PBS for a particular cavity. If no change in the data occurred between
these three analytes, then it was assumed that that cavity was not functioning properly.
This is due to open circuits in the metal leads between the cavities and the contact pads.
Among the eight cavities on all three devices, four on device A, one on device B and two on
device C were not functional. For each device, all the data for a particular analyte collected
from all the functional cavities was averaged together. Additionally, for both of the cell
types and the tissue samples, the data collected from all the passages was also averaged
together. For instance, the data presented for the 686LN-M4e cell type for Device A is the
average of 28 impedance spectroscopy measurements: seven passages and four functional
cavities. The results from these measurements were compiled into Bode plots presenting
the magnitude and phase data over the frequency range of 40 Hz to 10 MHz.
Figure 62 shows the average impedance spectroscopy data for all the analytes from
Device A. First, it can be seen that for both the magnitude and phase responses, air and
DI water have clearly distinguishable signatures from each other and from PBS and the
biological analytes. At low frequencies, the impedance of air maintains a greater magnitude
than for DI water, PBS, and the biologically analytes. This is expected due to the poor
conductance of air. DI water also has a high resistivity, which explains why it has a greater
magnitude response than for PBS and the biological analytes. However, DI water is not
a perfect insulator, and therefore, it has a lower magnitude response than air. At higher
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Figure 62: The impedance data (magnitude and phase) for Device A for all analytes.
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frequencies, greater than approximately 30 KHz, the magnitude responses of the impedance
for air and DI water come together. This is attributed to the parasitics of the device having
a greater influence over the signal at higher frequencies than any material between the
electrodes in the cavity. As for the phase responses, air maintains a phase close to −90◦
over the entire frequency spectrum. This corresponds to the phase of a capacitor, which
is exactly what would be expected with only air between the two electrodes in the cavity
(the parallel resistance of air is so high that it is essentially an open circuit). The phase for
DI water starts to shift at around 10 KHz. Again, this is expected since the cavity with
DI water can be modeled as a parallel resistor and capacitor, which produces this type of
phase shift. The phase responses for PBS and the biological analytes seem to begin to drop
off at a high frequency, around 1 MHz and greater. As compared to DI water, the shift at
a higher frequency can be explained as the overall resistance of the material in the cavity
is lower than that for DI water, which for a parallel RC circuit would produce a shift at
a higher frequency. As for PBS and the biological analytes, their magnitude and phase
responses are quite similar, however slight differences can be detected. The averages of the
magnitude responses for the cells and tissue samples are all slightly higher than for PBS
(Figure 63). For the phase responses, while the values are all close along the frequency
spectrum, the signatures of the phase responses differ. At lower frequencies, PBS maintains
a steady increase whereas the cells and tissue samples remain constant or even decrease
slightly at around 1 kHz before beginning to climb. Also, at the higher frequencies, the
cells and tissue samples drop to a slightly lower phase than does PBS. These results only
show a very small difference between the 686LN and 686LN-M4e cell lines (Figure 64).
At low frequencies between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, the 686LN cells exhibit a drop in phase
whereas the 686LN-M4e cells remained steady. For the tissue samples, there is no significant
difference between the control sample and the treated sample in the signatures of either the
magnitude or phase responses (Figure 65).
The average impedance spectroscopy data for all the analytes in Device B are shown in
Figure 66. First, as compared to the results from Device A, these results are quite different.
However, at closer inspection, similar trends between the two data sets do appear. Although
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Figure 63: The phase data for Device A shows differences in the signatures between PBS
and the biological samples.
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Figure 64: The phase data for Device A shows that a small difference in the signatures
between the two cell types analyzed exists at low frequencies. The dotted lines indicate the
standard deviation of the data.
Figure 65: The phase data for Device A shows no significant difference in the signatures of
the control and treated tissue samples. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of
the data.
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Figure 66: The impedance data (magnitude and phase) for Device B for all analytes.
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all the magnitude responses are clustered at a high magnitude (similar to the magnitude for
only air in Device A), the relative differences between air, DI water, and the other materials
are still there. At low frequencies, the magnitude for DI water is lower than that for air and
is still slightly higher than the other analytes. As the frequency increases, as was the case
in Device A, the magnitude for DI water merges with that for air. One difference in the
magnitude responses between Device A and Device B is for PBS and the biological analytes.
In Device A, the magnitude response for PBS was slightly lower than that for the cells and
tissue samples. However, in Device B, PBS maintains a slightly higher magnitude response
than what was found for both cell types and the tissue samples. The phase responses for all
the analytes in Device B are also clustered together at lower phase values, but as was the
case for the magnitude responses, trends among the different analytes are similar to those
from Device A. Again, air maintains a steady phase close to −90◦ over the entire frequency
spectrum. In addition, the phase response for DI water begins higher and shifts at around
10 kHz. As with Device A, the phase responses for PBS and the biological analytes are all
close along the frequency spectrum, however the signatures of those responses again differ
(Figure 67). At low frequencies, the phase response of PBS is slightly higher than for the
other analytes, and it remains steady with a small drop starting at around 1 kHz before
continuing to increase at around 5 kHz. The phase responses for the cells and tissue samples
also remain steady at low frequencies but increase starting at around 1 kHz, and they are
steady again at around 50 kHz. At higher frequencies, greater than approximately 500 kHz,
the phase response for PBS remains higher than those for the cells and tissue samples. As
for the two cell lines, these results do not clearly show any difference between the 686LN
and 686LN-M4e cell lines (Figure 68). For the tissue samples, the treated tissue appears
to have a greater change in its phase response than does the control tissue sample starting
at around 10 kHz (Figure 69); however, given the standard deviation from the data sets of
both samples, their signatures are similar enough that it cannot be definitively said that
they are distinguishable.
Figure 70 shows the average impedance spectroscopy data for all the analytes from
Device C. These results match much more closely to Device A than did Device B. The
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Figure 67: The phase data for Device B shows differences in the signatures between PBS
and the biological samples.
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Figure 68: The phase data for Device B does not clearly show any difference between the
two cell types analyzed. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of the data.
Figure 69: The phase data for Device B shows a possible difference in the signatures
between the control and treated tissue samples. However, within the standard deviation, a
significant difference is not distinguishable. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation
of the data.
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Figure 70: The impedance data (magnitude and phase) for Device C for all analytes.
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magnitude responses for all the analytes do follow the same trends that were seen in Device
A: the magnitude of air remains high; DI water is between air and the other analytes before
merging with air at higher frequencies; and PBS has a slightly lower magnitude response
than the cells and tissue samples. However, the phase responses between Devices A and C do
differ. Air still maintains a steady phase close to −90◦ over the entire frequency spectrum.
Yet, the phase response for DI water is now close to that for PBS and the biological analytes.
This increase in frequency where the phase shift takes place for DI water can be explained by
different device parasitics between the two devices. Nevertheless, the behavior of the phase
responses for PBS and the biological analytes still varies as it did for Device A (Figure 71).
At lower frequencies, PBS maintains a steady increase whereas the cells and tissue samples
exhibit a constant phase before beginning to climb at around 100 Hz. Also, at the higher
frequencies, the cells and tissue samples drop to lower phase values than does PBS, which
starts to steady off at around 300 kHz. As was the case with Device B, this device does
not clearly show any difference between the 668LN and 686LN-M4e cell lines (Figure 72)
or between the control and treated tissue samples (Figure 73).
For all three devices, by considering the characteristic impedance spectra for both the
magnitude and phase responses, the presence of air, DI water, PBS, or one of the biological
analytes in the analysis cavity can be determined. However, these results do not show
significant differences between the different cell types or between the control and treated
tissue samples, except partially with Device A. This area of detection can possibly be
improved by using smaller analysis cavities and by using a more precise manner of dispensing
the biological sample into the cavity. Although the volume dispensed for each test remained
constant (1.2 µL), the number of cells in each sample and the density of cells in the cavity
was was not controlled. The tissue samples provided a more uniform sample to be placed
in the cavity, but again, how tightly filled the cavity was with the tissue sample was not
controlled. In addition, these were the only cell lines used in the testing of the microfluidic
systems, and it is possible that other cell lines would produce different results.
The differences between the devices are attributed to variations occurring during fabri-
cation. Since the three devices were manufactured at different times, and since certain parts
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Figure 71: The phase data for Device C shows differences in the signatures between PBS
and the biological samples.
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Figure 72: The phase data for Device C does not clearly show any difference between the
two cell types analyzed. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of the data.
Figure 73: The phase data for Device C shows no significant difference in the signatures of
the control and treated tissue samples. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of
the data.
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Figure 74: Re-displayed from Chapter 2: The circuit models for the microfluidic system
with air, DI water, and PBS inside the analysis cavities.
of the fabrication process require adjustments to be made by hand, differences in the three
devices are not unexpected. The possible differences between devices include: the position
of the metal leads with respect to the analysis cavity; the presence of air pockets between
Kapton R© layers from heat staking; and the quality of the metal leads from evaporation or
sputtering and the metal interconnects between the contact pad and electrical wire. Never-
theless, the results presented here do show that these devices have the ability to repeatedly
characterize and differentiate certain analytes.
In addition to analyzing the results from each device, the results were compared to
the electrical model discussed in Chapter 2, for which the circuit diagram and magnitude
and phase responses are shown again here in Figures 74 and 75. As has already been
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Figure 75: Re-displayed from Chapter 2: The impedance data (magnitude and phase)
for the theoretical circuit model for air, DI water, and PBS in the analysis cavity over a
frequency range of 40 Hz to 10 MHz.
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Figure 76: Adjusted circuit model for Device A for air, DI water, and PBS.
discussed, similar trends are seen in the magnitude and phase responses for each analyte
from the three devices. The overall magnitude decreases from air to DI water to PBS,
and the phase shifts to higher frequencies as the analytes become more conductive as was
expected from Chapter 2. However, the values of the data do not match from device to
device or from each device to the electrical model. To account for the differences between
devices, the portion of the circuit model shown in Figure 74 relating to the device parasitics
and the electrode polarizations has been altered for each device. New circuit models and
corresponding magnitude and phase plots for each device are shown in Figures 76, 77, 78,
79, 80, and 81.
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Figure 77: Experimental and model impedance data for Device A for air, DI water, and
PBS.
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Figure 78: Adjusted circuit model for Device B for air, DI water, and PBS.
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Figure 79: Experimental and model impedance data for Device B for air, DI water, and
PBS.
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Figure 80: Adjusted circuit model for Device C for air, DI water, and PBS.
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Figure 81: Experimental and model impedance data for Device C for air, DI water, and
PBS.
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For Device A (Figures 76 and 77), additional parasitics were included as a series ca-
pacitance to the analysis cavity for both the DI water and PBS circuits (8 × 10−11 F and
1 × 10−9 F respectively), and the original parasitic capacitance for all three models was
increased from 2.3× 10−15 F to 1.1× 10−12 F. The value of the resistance for the DI water
itself also had to be altered. It was decreased from 1.8×109 Ω to 1.8×107 Ω. This could be
due to impurities in the DI water causing the sample to be slightly more conductive than
ideal DI water.
As with Device A, Device B (Figures 78 and 79) also required additional capacitors
in series to the analysis cavity for both the DI water and PBS circuits (1 × 10−12 F and
3 × 10−12 F respectively). The value of the resistance for the DI water was also decreased
to 8×107 Ω, and an additional series resistance to account for the unexpectedly high values
in the magnitude response was added in the PBS circuit. The original parallel capacitance
parasitic for all three models was again increased from 2.3× 10−15 F to 9× 10−13 F for air
and DI water and to 1.5 × 10−12 F for PBS.
The adjustments to the circuit for Device C (Figures 80 and 81) included an additional
series capacitance for both the DI water and PBS circuits (9 × 10−11 F and 1 × 10−9 F
respectively) and a decrease in the resistance for DI water from 1.8× 109 Ω to 1.8× 107 Ω.
The original parasitics were also changed for all three circuit models. For air and DI water,
the parasitic capacitance was increased from 2.3×10−15 F to 5×10−13 F; for DI water, the
parasitic resistance was decreased to 8× 107 Ω; and for PBS, the parasitic capacitance was
increased to 1 × 10−12 F. Device C also required an increase in the series resistance of the
polarization circuits from 1 × 104 Ω to 9 × 104 Ω.
Circuit models relating to a cluster of cells and a tissue sample placed in the analysis
cavity were also developed based on the experimental results obtained with Device C. The
circuit model with cells is shown in Figure 82 with the corresponding magnitude and phase
plots shown in Figure 83. Since the dissociated cells are suspended in a PBS solution, this
model is derived from the model of just PBS in the analysis cavity for Device C (Figure 80).
For this model, there are two parallel RC circuits representing the material inside the cavity.
The first is for the cluster of cells, and the second is a pathway for leakage current that
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may pass through the carrier solution (PBS). The R and C values for the leakage pathway
originated from values for PBS in the cavity and were then modified to account for the
fact that PBS is only present in a fraction of the cavity when a cluster of cells is present.
These values and those for the resistance and capacitance of a cluster of cells were adjusted
until the model matched as closely as possible to the experimental data, which resulted in:
Rleak = 2× 10
8 Ω, Cleak = 7.17× 10
−15 F, Rcells = 5× 10
5 Ω, and Ccells = 1× 10
−12 F. The
electrode polarization circuits were retained in this model since the electrodes were still in
contact with PBS because the cells were not tightly packed in the cavity. The magnitude
and phase plots in Figure 83 compare the model and experimental data for both cells and
PBS in the analysis cavity. For both the experimental and model data the magnitude
response for the cells is greater than that for the PBS alone, which is characteristic of the
greater resistance in the analysis cavity caused by the cluster of cells. The phase response
from the model with the cells leads that for the PBS due to a greater capacitance caused
by the cluster of cells.
The circuit model with a tissue sample in the analysis cavity is shown in Figure 84, and
the corresponding magnitude and phase plots are shown in Figure 85. As was the case for
the circuit model with a cluster of cells in the analysis cavity, the model with a tissue sample
in the cavity also stems from the PBS model in Figure 80. Since there is less carrier solution
in the cavity with a tissue sample as opposed to with a cluster of cells, the leakage pathway
is less conductive for this model. Another difference between the model for a cluster of cells
and the one with a tissue sample is that the electrode polarization is less resistive since
a tissue sample can be fit more tightly into the cavity than can the cells. These issues
were considered, and the individual parameters were adjusted until the model matched
as closely as possible to the experimental data, which resulted in: Rleak = 2 × 10
10 Ω,
Cleak = 7.17 × 10
−17 F, Rcells = 3 × 10
5 Ω, Ccells = 7.17 × 10
−11 F, and Rs for each
polarization circuit = 100 Ω. The magnitude and phase plots in Figure 85 compare the
model and experimental data for both a tissue sample and PBS in the analysis cavity. The
magnitude response for both the experimental and model data show similar trends for the
tissue samples and PBS. The phase response for the model data does show additional effects
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Figure 82: Adjusted circuit model for Device C for a cluster of cells inside the analysis
cavity.
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Figure 83: Experimental and model impedance data for Device C for PBS and a cluster of
cells inside the analysis cavity.
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Figure 84: Adjusted circuit model for Device C for a tissue sample inside the analysis
cavity.
not found in the experimental data. However, both the experimental and model responses
show a slight lag from PBS to the tissue samples at higher frequencies.
Although the circuit models for all three devices correspond to the collected data plots
much more closely than the original circuit model from Section 2.2.2, discrepancies (espe-
cially in the phase responses) still exist. A more sophisticated circuit model is necessary to
address this. Still, with the simplified circuit models, it is apparent how differences between
devices (possibly caused during fabrication) can affect the impedance spectroscopy results.
However, even with the differences in device parasitics, the same trends in impedance re-
sponses for the various analytes were still apparent from device to device. This is an indi-
cation that regardless of the varying device parasitics, this microfluidic system can provide
a means for the characterization and differentiation of various analytes through impedance
spectroscopy.
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Figure 85: Experimental and model impedance data for Device C for PBS and a tissue
sample inside the analysis cavity.
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5.3.2 Giga-seal Testing
Giga-seal testing was performed with fluorescently-labeled 1 µm and 10 µm diameter
polystyrene microbeads and dissociated cells using four of the developed microfluidic sys-
tems (D, E, F, and G) as was described in Section 4.2.2.
Preliminary testing was performed with microfluidic systems from the third design ver-
sion discussed in Section 2.1.3 (Figure 13): eight, large-diameter (240 µm) analysis cavities,
large and small alignment features, and a single fluidic channel controlling all eight cavities.
The testing showed that a single fluidic channel provided too little control over any partic-
ular analysis cavity. Since the electrodes for only one cavity are connected to the digital
multimeter at one time, trying to monitor all the cavities for possible signals was not an
option. Placing beads or cells in only one cavity at a time was a possible solution, but with
all the other via holes open to the same fluidic channel, controlling only that specific cavity
was still a problem.
To address this lack of control over individual cavities, the fourth design version of the
microfluidic system was developed (Figure 14): eight, large-diameter (240 µm) analysis
cavities, large and small alignment features, but with four separate fluidic channels each
with access to only two analysis cavities. Giga-seal testing proved to be much more feasible
with this approach.
Before testing with the dissociated cells, the fluorescently labeled microbeads were used
to test the ability of using negative pressure through the via hole to control and capture
a particle. With the solution of 1 µm diameter blue fluorescently-labeled beads, video
was captured showing the flow of beads into and out of the via hole corresponding to
negative and positive pressure formed in the microfluidic channel, which verified the ability
to control particles in the analysis cavity. The ability to capture a particle onto the via
hole was verified with the 10 µm diameter red fluorescently-labeled beads. Again, video
was recorded showing the movement of the beads towards and away from the via hole in
response to negative and positive pressure.
With the fluidic functionality of the system verified, achieving the giga-seal with both
the 10 µm diameter beads and dissociated 686LN-M4e cells was attempted. Figure 86 shows
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Figure 86: The resistance data collected during giga-seal tests with polystyrene beads in the
analysis cavities showed an average resistance with no beads on the via hole of 17.5 MΩ.
There is also no significant increase in the resistance throughout the test during which
the bead was pulled against the cavity multiple times using negative pressure inside the
microfluidic channel.
a sample of the data recorded during trapping and releasing the polystyrene beads onto the
via hole. The data shows no significant increase in resistance throughout the test during
which the bead was pulled against the cavity multiple times for periods of at least 5 seconds
or more. This test was repeated for beads in four analysis cavities, all with similar results.
As shown in Figure 86, the average resistance between the fluidic channel electrode and
one of the cavity electrodes when the via hole is open and the channel and analysis cavity are
filled with PBS is 17.5 MΩ. A theoretical analysis calculating this resistance results in an
open-via hole resistance of 1.6 MΩ. The difference between the theoretical and experimental
open-via hole resistances is attributed to differences between the designed dimensions and
the actual dimensions of the microfluidic system. The theoretical calculation used the
following design parameters:
ρPBS = 0.2 Ω·m,
analysis cavity diameter = 240 µm,
analysis cavity depth = 101.6 µm,
cavity electrode cross-sectional area = 30 µm2,
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Figure 87: The resistance data collected during giga-seal tests with dissociated 686LN-M4e
cells in the analysis cavities showed an average resistance with no cells on the via hole of
15.3 MΩ. There is also no significant increase in the resistance throughout the test during
which a cell was pulled against the cavity multiple times using negative pressure inside the
microfluidic channel.
via hole minimum diameter = 4 µm,
via hole depth = 50.8 µm,
fluidic channel depth = 50.8 µm,
fluidic channel electrode width = 100 µm.
The giga-seal testing was continued with the dissociated cells. Again, movement of
the cells towards and away from the via hole in response to negative and positive pressure
was detected and recorded. Figure 87 shows resistance measurements collected during
this test. The average resistance when the via hole was open is 15.3 MΩ. Again, the
difference between the theoretical and experimental open-via hole resistances is attributed
to differences between the designed dimensions and the actual dimensions. As with the
polystyrene beads, no significant increase in resistance throughout the test was measured
indicating that a giga-seal was never formed. Testing with the cells in 16 analysis cavities
over all four devices all produced similar results.
Since the ability of positioning the beads and cells onto the via hole has been verified,
the lack of forming a giga-seal can possibly be attributed to surface and edge qualities of
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the via holes themselves. If the surface or edge of the via hole is too rough, a good seal
between the bead or cell and the hole might not be possible. Additionally, the shape and
size of the hole can also possibly contribute to poor sealing. In the conventional patch-clamp
technique, the micropipette is fire polished down to only a few microns in diameter.
To investigate the possible issue of the surface and edge quality of the via holes, scanning
electron micrographs (SEM’s) and optical profilometry readings were taken of the holes.
Figure 88 shows SEM’s of the via holes in one of the microfluidic systems. The holes are
not perfectly circular, but rather are on average 3.6 µm to 4.5 µm from side to side. The
edges of the holes do not seem to be rough, but this is difficult to discern in the SEM. The
optical profilometry reading of the via hole in Figure 89 shows that there is a raised edge
around the hole. However, this raised edge is fairly uniform around the via hole and only
reaches heights of approximately 80 nm to 120 nm from the surface. Both the raised edge
around the hole and the shape of the hole are due to the laser ablation process, and together
could contribute to a giga-seal not forming.
The surface of polymers can be affected by an oxygen plasma treatment, which is some-
times used to help with adhesion of cells to these surfaces. Therefore, to see if the surface
and edge of the via hole could be smoothed out, an oxygen plasma treatment was used.
Three test samples of Kapton R© were made each with an array of via holes laser ablated
using the same parameters given in Section 5.1.2. The first sample was treated in an oxygen
plasma with the following parameters: 45 sccm of O2, 50 mT, 50 W, and 60 seconds. The
second sample was treated with the same parameters as the first except with a higher power:
150 W. The third sample was left un-treated as a control. Figure 90 shows SEM’s from all
three samples. It can be seen from these images that both oxygen plasma treatments did
not help to smooth out the surface, but rather increased the surface roughness.
Although the topography of the via hole currently limits the ability to perform patch-
clamp analysis with this microfluidic system, the results have demonstrated that the system
can be used to control the movement and placement of a bead or a single cell in response
to negative and positive pressure through a via hole.
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Figure 88: (A) The small via hole can be seen in the center of the 240 µm diameter analysis
cavity. (B) The via holes are not perfectly circular, but rather are on average 3.6 µm to
4.5 µm from side to side. (C) and (D) With an angled view of different via holes, the edge
quality seems smooth, but this is difficult to determine in the SEM.
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Figure 89: The optical profilometry reading of the via hole shows there is a raised edge
around the hole approximately 80 to 120 nm above the rest of the Kapton R© surface.
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Figure 90: (A) An array of via holes and a single via hole (B) that have not been treated
with an oxygen plasma appear to have a fairly smooth surface. (C) and (D) An oxygen
plasma treatment of 45 sccm of O2, 50 mT, 50 W, and 60 seconds has caused some changes
to the surface to occur around the via holes. The changes are more of a pitting of the
surface rather than smoothing the surface. (E) and (F) An oxygen plasma treatment of O2,
50 mT, 150 W, and 60 seconds has increased the roughness along the surface.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this research project was to design, fabricate, and test a flexible, multi-
layer microfluidic system using non-standard materials and techniques with the goal of
demonstrating a less expensive - to both build and use - whole-cell analysis system. Towards
this end, the fabrication techniques of laser ablation, microstenciling, and heat staking
were analyzed and combined to realize a multi-layer microfluidic system with integrated
electrical functionality made with the polyimide substrate, Kapton R©. This fabrication
process requires less infrastructure than for typical MEMS processing and allows for a faster
design to prototype cycle. As has been described in the preceding chapters, fluidic channels,
metal traces, and features from a few millimeters in diameter down to a few microns in
diameter are possible with these techniques; therefore, this non-standard process can be
adapted for numerous applications to develop a variety of low-cost microfluidic systems.
Furthermore, the structural and biological testing performed with the developed microfluidic
systems have shown them to be able to withstand reasonable amounts of mechanical loading
and to repeatedly measure electrical signals that can possibly be used for identification and
characterization of biological samples.
6.1 Summary of Fabrication
Kapton R© (types E and EKJ) has been found to be the ideal material to use for the multi-
layer, microfluidic system: it is flexible yet durable, biocompatible, stable over a wide
temperature range, transparent, and lends itself well to laser ablation and heat staking.
The option of using either an excimer laser or a CO2 laser allows for flexibility in the design
of the system. An excimer laser can produce a wide range of feature sizes (as large as
4.7625 mm in diameter to as small as 4 µm in diameter) with smooth edges. However, if
feature sizes are not important but speed is, the CO2 laser can aid in quickly producing
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prototypes. Additionally, since the laser ablated designs are only determined by a CAD
drawing, a fast design to prototype cycle is promoted with the use of either laser over
standard photolithographic processes that would require new masks to be made for any new
design. During this research project, this quick design turnaround is evident in the four
different design versions discussed in Chapter 2. Microstenciling also reduces fabrication
time. Once a microstencil has been made, it can be used repeatedly to pattern metal traces
in a single processing step. The microstencils used to pattern the fluidic channel electrodes
and cavity electrodes have been used over 10 and 15 times respectively in the development
of over 20 microfluidic systems. Also, over their lifetimes, the quality of the features has
remained constant. Heat staking is a quick method for bonding the individual layers of
Kapton R© together, and the 240 µm diameter fiber optic strands provide the ability to align
these layers to within 6 µm.
6.2 Summary of Structural and Biological Testing
Positive results were obtained from the theoretical and experimental structural analysis
studying the maximum pressure at the inlet to the microfluidic channel due to an applied
flow rate. The data showed the channel behaved as expected over the flow rates of interest
(up to 5.5 mL
hr
). Along with visual inspection, this confirmed that the bonding between
layers was adequate and no leaks would form during operation. The impedance spectroscopy
results from all three devices showed similar trends from device to device in the responses
for all the analytes investigated: air, DI water, PBS, 686LN and 686LN-M4e dissociated
cells, and treated and non-treated tissue samples. Although the results do not show any
statistically significant differences between the different types of dissociated cells or between
the different tissue samples, the different signatures in the responses between the biological
samples and the non-biological samples shows a positive ability of the system in being able
to differentiate and characterize various samples. Furthermore, as compared to a theoretical
electrical model, the devices performed as expected within reasonable adjustments being
made to the parasitics in the model. The giga-seal testing was not successful in obtaining
a giga-seal between a cell and the via hole, which is necessary for patch-clamp analysis.
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However, from these tests, the ability to control the movement and position of cells using
negative pressure inside the fluidic channel was confirmed. This is beneficial for other types
of biological applications that would requiring mechanical control over cells.
6.3 Future Work
The accomplishments of this project provide a solid foundation on which to continue the
development of this microfluidic system in the future. Although the results from the bi-
ological testing have proven device functionality, they do show that there is a degree of
non-uniformity among the multiple microfluidic systems. As part of a future phase of this
project, more systems should be fabricated to isolate variability in the development process
and to determine the baseline responses for the biological analyses. Additionally, the part
of the process limiting the feature sizes is the inability to accurately align the microstencil
to the laser ablated Kapton R© sheet. To address this issue in the future, a process or a
mechanical device that would enable accurate and repeatable alignment needs to be devel-
oped. Finally, the cause of the inability to form a giga-seal between the via hole and cell
should be investigated if patch-clamping remains a target application of this microfluidic
system. This could involve a series of experiments looking first at variables that can be
changed during laser ablation and second at surface treatments that can smooth a surface
(as opposed to an oxygen plasma that roughened the surface).
As for future biological studies, the impedance spectroscopy analysis can be used to
study other types of cancerous cells or to look at cells affected by diseases other than
cancer. If the ability to create a giga-seal is achieved, then patch-clamp analysis can be
performed. Also, since this fabrication process can be adapted for numerous applications to
develop a variety of low-cost microfluidic systems, future projects could include new designs
of the system features for entirely different biological applications such as cell sorting.
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APPENDIX A
MAINTENANCE AND PREPARATION OF
DISSOCIATED CELLS AND TISSUE SAMPLES
The dissociated cells and tissue samples were derived from squamous cell carcinoma of the
head and neck (SCCHN) and were obtained from the laboratories of Dr. Georgia Chen
and Dr. Doug Shin at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. The two types of dissociated
cells used are 686LN and 686LN-M4e, which were collected from human tumors at different
stages of cancer: 686LN is from an early stage tumor and 686LN-M4e is from a late stage
or metastasized tumor. The tissue samples are from sections of tumors grown in mice from
human cancer cells and surgically removed as part of a research project at Emory University.
The dissociated cells were brought to the Georgia Institute of Technology at passage
two and placed in an incubator (Forma Series II Water Jacketed CO2 Incubator, Thermo
Electron Corporation, Waltham, MA) in Dr. Bruno Frazier’s laboratory. The cells were
maintained in 25 mL canted-neck tissue culture flasks (VWR, West Chester, PA) with
7 mL of cell growth media: 500 mL DMEM/F-12 50/50, 1x with L-glutamine (Cellgro Cell
Culture Media, Mediatech, Inc., Herndon, VA), 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT), and 1x penicillin-streptomycin (Mediatech, Inc.). Cell passage
was performed every four days in a Class II A/B3 biological safety cabinet (Thermo Electron
Corporation).
To release the cells, the old media was siphoned off and the adhered cells were rinsed
with 5 mL of phosphate buffered saline (Cellgro PBS 1x without Ca or Mg, Mediatech, Inc.),
which was then also removed. Trypsin (1.5 mL, 0.5%, Cellgro Trypsin EDTA, Mediatech,
Inc.) was then added, and the flask was placed back in the incubator for approximately
5 minutes for the cells to release. If at this point a cell passage was performed, half of the
cell / trypsin solution was removed either as waste or then placed in another culture flask
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to split the cells. For each flask, 7 mL of cell culture media was added.
Some of the original cells were cryopreserved at passage two for use at a later time. The
cryopreservation media was comprised of 10% DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO), 10% FBS, and 80% cell culture media. First, the cells were released
from the culture flask using the same procedure mentioned above. Then, 5 mL of the
culture media was added to the cell / trypsin solution. The cells were then transferred to a
centrifuge tube (VWR) and centrifuged (Centrific Centrifuge, Fisher Scientific International,
Hampton, NH) at 1500 RPM for 5 minutes. The excess media was removed, and 1 mL
of the cryopreservation media was added, and the solution was then placed into a 1 mL
cryopreservation vial (VWR). The vial was then placed at −80◦C for 24 hours and then
transferred to the liquid nitrogen. When bringing the cells out of cryopreservation, the
vial was taken from the liquid nitrogen and placed in a 37circC bath. Once the solution
was thawed, the cells were divided amongst three culture flasks with 7 mL each of the cell
culture media.
When the cells were to be used for testing, first they were released using the same
procedure mentioned above. Then, 1.5 mL of the cell culture media was added, and the cells
were transferred to a centrifuge tube. They were centrifuged at 1500 RPM for 15 minutes.
The excess media was removed, and 5 mL of D-PBS (Cellgro DPBS 1x without Ca or Mg,
Mediatech, Inc.) was added. At this point, the cells were ready to be used.
Unlike dissociated cells, tissue samples cannot be maintained for long periods of time
without placing them in cryopreservation. Therefore, data is collected on fresh tissue sam-
ples within 24 hours of receiving them from Emory University or on frozen samples within
a few hours of thawing. Once the section of tissue was removed from the rest of the tu-
mor, the sample was placed in a centrifuge tube with 5 mL of cell culture media with 4x
penicillin-streptomycin. This sample was then placed on ice for transfer to the laboratories
at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The sample was then used immediately or placed in
a refrigerator for no longer than 12 hours before using it for tests. The frozen tissue samples
were thawed on ice for one to two minutes, after which they were placed in a centrifuge
tube and transferred in the same manner as the fresh tissue samples. The frozen samples
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were used immediately upon arrival at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
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APPENDIX B
LABVIEW PROGRAM: IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
DATA COLLECTION
To automatically collect the impedance spectroscopy data for an analyte in the analysis
cavity, a LabView program (Figures 91, 92 and 93) was developed. The program sends user
specified commands to the impedance analyzer (frequency range, number of data points,
and averaging of the data points) and then reads in the data once the measurements have
been performed. A linear sweep and a logarithmic sweep within the specified frequency
range are performed, and both the magnitude and phase responses are recorded.
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Figure 91: In the front panel of the LabView program, the date, device and analysis cavity
under investigation, and type of analyte are all recorded.
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Figure 92: The first portion of the block diagram of the LabView program used for
impedance spectroscopy analysis sets up the commands to send to the impedance analyzer.
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Figure 93: This portion of the block diagram of the LabView program used for impedance
spectroscopy analysis reads in the data collected by the impedance analyzer. These blocks




LABVIEW PROGRAM: GIGA-SEAL DATA COLLECTION
To obtain the resistance measurement (i.e. giga-seal) between the fluidic channel electrode
and the cavity electrode, a LabView program (Figures 94 and 95) was developed to collect
the resistance as measured by a digital multimeter in a continuous fashion. This enabled
real-time observations to be made on the resistance while applying a negative pressure in
the fluidic channel and while watching the resulting actions through a microscope.
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Figure 94: In the front panel of the LabView program, the date, device and analysis cavity
under investigation, and type of cell used for testing are all recorded. When running the
program, a continuous view of the measured impedance is shown.
145
Figure 95: Block diagram of LabView program used for giga-seal testing.
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